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Storage System for Gasoline

•^ KJ4.A

BULLETIIV No. 9

Cut No. 9 uModel El

This outfit is designed for retail purposes. Usually it is installed on the street where it serves

as an advertisement. It is very attractive and will satisfactorily meet the requirements in many

instances. The cabinet is finished in bright red trimmed in white. It increases your sales and

saves valuable floor space.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

2M-7-17-16 .

Fort Wayne, Indiana



Allefi County Public Libfanf

900 W'^'^'tf'r Street

Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270

C LIT No. 9

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This outfit consists of a strongly constructed wood cabinet with a galvanized steel tank

for holding the liquid. The pump is the first floor Model E type. The cabinet is designed

especially for handling gasoline for retail purposes. It is installed on the sidewalk near the

curb, where it serves as an advertisement for the business. The cabinet will be appropri-

ately lettered as shown by illustration on the first page. It is constructed evaporation proof,

and while not as satisfactory as the underground system for storing gasoline, yet it meets

the requirements in many instances. The cabinet is arranged with an opening in the back so

gasoline can be discharged through the hose directly into the reservoir of the car. The cabi-

net is so constructed that it encloses both the tank and the pump. The doors are fitted

with a lock.

Pump: The pump used in connection with this outfit is the standard Model E first floor

type. It will discharge a gallon, half-gallon or quart at a stroke, and discharge pipe termin-

ates in a lever shutoff nozzle. All valves, nozzles, stuffing box, measuring cylinder, etc.,

are solid brass. The pump head is provided with a brass computer which will show the

amount to charge for fractional gallons. In addition to the lock on the cabinet the pump is

provided with a bar lock in the handle which, when in place, will prevent any operation of

the pump.

Valves: The end of the suction pipe in the tank is provided with a set of solid brass

valves. The accuracy of a measuring pump depends primarily upon these valves. The

valves in the Wayne pump are cast from special composition of brass, lathe turned as ac-

curately as possible and then hand ground. They are all carefully tested in the factory be-

fore assembly and shipment.

Discharge Pipe: This discharge pipe is fitted with two nozzles. The type A, lever

shut-off for pumping into cans or other receptacles—the type B, which terminates in a

hose connection. Both nozzles are standard with this outfit.

Tank: The tank used in connection with this cabinet is made of the best grade of

galvanized steel. It is carefully double lap seamed and then soldered throughout. This

steel tank is then set in the heavy wood cabinet. Under ordinary circumstances it will

serve many years.

Cabinet: The cabinet is strongly constructed of selected lumber. The roof is

tinned. This cabinet is then finished in a brilliant red with white trimmings. It will be

lettered standard with the word "Gasoline" down each side and the name of the purchaser

across the front or back. Any other lettering than this will be charged for extra.

Equipment: The regular equipment includes a wood cabinet complete with steel tank,

one Model E first floor type pump, which will discharge a gallon, half-gallon or quart at a

stroke. Type A and B nozzles, stick gauge, lock for pump and cabinet.



Storaso Systems for Oils and Gasoline
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This is the highest type of measuring pump on the market and is the accepted

standard. It may be installed wherever oils or volatiles are used or handled.

Wayne Oil Tank Ar Pump Company
Sales Office- in \ll l.ar^c (ilie*

2M-7-17-16

Fori W a\ lie. Indiana



CUT No. 22 PUMP
General Description

This pump is the most complete and high-
est type measuring equipment on the market.
It is massive in construction and embodies
every convenience modern science can devise
for handling oils and volatiles. It may be at-

tached to an underground tank of any ca-
pacity. It will measure gallons, half-gallons,
quarts or pints at a stroke. The lever for
regulating the different quantities is right in

front of your eyes, easily operated and posi-
tive in action. A lock on both the pump and
tank prevents meddling or pilfering. All tlie

material is carefully selected and the most
skilled workmen build them. This system is

especially adapted for handling oils and vol-

atiles in factories, oil houses, garages, rail-

roads, etc. All working parts are made of
brass. All gears are securely housed.

Valves: The suction line is provided
with two sets of valves. The accuracy of a
measuring pump depends primarily upon
these valves. With three separate valves in

the suction line the accuracy of this pump is

positively assured. There is a valve in the

base of the pump and a set of double valves

at the end of the suction line. These valves

in the Wayne System are made of selected

brass, carefully machined and then hand
ground. Each valve works independently of

set is made of solid brass. Even after this care in the selection

This iUustration shows Cut No. 22 Pump instaUed for handling- g-asoline,
benzine, etc. It shows the filter in place which removes all water and
other foreig-n substances from the gasoline.

the otlier: the body in which these valves ar
of material and construction the valves are tested under heavy pressure.

Discharge Pipe: 'I'he discharge pipe terminates in a lever shut-off nozzle, making it evaporation-proof.
There is an automatic valve in the discharge pipe between the nozzle and the pump which automatically closes
the line when the pump is not in operation, thus doubly guarding against fire and evaporation.

Space Required: This pump occupies approximately one square foot of floor space. It should stand at
least 12 inches from the walls. This distance varies somewhat according to the location of the pump in the
building; 70 inches head room is necessary to allow full stroke of tlie combat

Tanks: The tanks used with this pump can be fur-
nished in any capacity or thickness of metal desired. They^
are made standard in 16, 14, and 12-gauge galvanized
steel, ranging in capacities from 1-bbl. (65 gals.) to
20-bbls. (1100 gals.). Tanks of larger capacity or of heav- / .-,

ier metal are made special. ' ^Z.

All spacing and punching is done by machinery to insure ac
curacy. This insures a perfect fit of the different sheets and
prevents any bulging or warping of the metal when the tank is
completed. The best grade of open hearth tank steel is used
for this work. The rivets on the lighter tanks are cold driven
and all seams thoroughly soldered. After testing them under
air pressure the tanks are given three coats of rust-proof min-
eral paint. They are guaranteed both leak and evaporation-
proof.

Dimensions:
icity Capacity Diar

*Stau(lai-(l tanks are made in the follow

Capacity Capacity Diameter Length

65
120
170
220
280
340
400

Equipment:

bbl gaUons

445
500
550
640
800

1000
1100

che.s

39
39
39
46
46
46
46

: Pur

inches

95
107
117
93
115
143
158

_ _ Tlie regular equijinient includes the following: Pump, Type
A" and "B" Nozzles, Tank, Gauge Stick for Tank, Complete Fill Pipe, Foot

Valves, Suction Pipe for Tank with Union (pipe from union to pump not
included). Drip pan e.xtra where sold for gasoline. For accessories to be
furnished with this system, see price list.

This illustration shows the method of arrange-
ment and construction of the Wayne under-
ground tanks. Every principle that will
safeguard the storage of oils and volatiles Is

embodied in them.



Storage Systems for Lubricating Oils
In Garages, Mills, Shops, Oil Houses, Etc.

Bl'LLETIN >o. 21

^

Cut >«>. 24— (Model D)

This outfit is especially well designed for storing and handling lubricating oils in garages or

engine rooms. The all-steel cabinet has a steel slat cover and closes like a desk. The cabinet may

be locked. This method of construction keeps the pump and interior free from dust and gives the

room a neat appearance.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales OfficpN iu All Lar^e Cities

2M-7-17-16

Fort Wayne, Indiana



General Description: This Wayne outfit for lubricating oils

is constructed entirely of metal and is specially designed for handling

these oils in the most approved manner. The pump is carefully ma-

chined, assembled and tested under expert direction. The pump is

attached directly to the tank.

The tank is made from high grade open hearth soft tank steel ^-
galvanized, closely riveted with all seams flushed with solder. This ^^
outfit insures clean oil, proof against fire and waste.

Pump: The pump used with this outfit is constructed entirely

of metal. The valves, valve seats, stutfing box, plunger rod, nozzle,

etc., are made of solid brass. The bracket is so constructed that a heavy

cast iron cross head encompasses the discharge pipe, making it very

rigid. The pump is attached to the top of the tank with heavy machine

screws.

The pump discharges a quart or pint at a stroke at the option of

the operator. The mechanism for regulating the quantity is conven-

iently located and positive in action. The discharge pipe terminates

in a non-drip nozzle which instantly stops the flow when pumping

Cabinet Closed

Tank: The tank is made from high grade open hearth soft tank steel galvanized. It is carefully

riveted and all seams flushed with sohler. The openings are reinforced, making it very substantial. The

hood is fitted with a metal slat cover which slides open and shut. This cover is fitted with a lock. The

cabinet has ample room for operating the pump and accommodating a can. The opening in the tank imme-

diately upon the discharge nozzle is fitted with a drip pan. This drip pan is provided with heavy screen and

cast iron grate.

Valves: The valves used with this pump are solid brass of special composition. These valves are

carefully machined and then hand ground. After this care in construction each valve is carefully tested and

inspected. The accuracy of any measuring pump depends upon these valves. It is, therefore, specially im-

portant that the purchaser look well to this point.

Finish: The tank is finished in a dark green enamel. The inside of the hood is finished in alumininn,

The pump is finished in black enamel with nickel trimmings.

Tank Sizes: Front to back

1 barrel 26"

2 barrels 26"

3 barrels 30"

Vldth



Storage Systems for Oils and Gasoline
BULLETIN >o. 26

Cut No. 26— (Model C)

The outfit is especially adapted for private garage purposes. The pump discharges a

quart at a stroke and is very easily operated. It is one of the most rapid pumps we

manufacture—simple in construction and neat in design.

Wavne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Lar

2M-7-17-16

Fort ^ayne, Indiana



CUT No. 26 (Model C)

General Description

This pump is the long distance type. That means
the pump can be set in the building wherever de-

sired, and the underground storage tank, to which
it is connected, may be buried in the ground outside,

usually where it is the most convenient for filling.

The fill cap on the tank locks, and where the pump is

sold for garage purposes it is furnished with a lock

also. This outfit is constructed of especially selected

materials throughout, and erected by skilled work-
men. Every pump is thoroughly tested for sound-
ness of construction and accuracy of measurement.
They are guaranteed to be free from imperfections

in either material or workmanship. The measuring
cylinder is made of seamless brass tubing. The
plunger rod, stuffing box, valves, nozzle, etc., are

made of brass. This method of construction insures

strength and durability. This pump measures one
quart at a stroke and has no intermediate quantity

stops. It may be fitted with a special gasoline hose

and filling nozzle which are especially advantageous
in filling automobiles. Where hose is furnished,

a two-way discharge is necessary. The hose, type B
and C nozzles are extra.

Th
The I

Model C in

may be plac

stalled for ban
;d to suit tbe

gasoline. Valvcs: The suction line is provided with a set

^

iience o
of doublc brass valvcs. The accuracy in measurement
depends primarily upon these valves. In purchas-
ing, this point should be thoroughly investigated.

Too much stress cannot be laid upon their construction and arrangement. These valves in the Wayne
Systems are made entirely of brass. The poppet and seat are carefully machined and then hand ground. The
heavy body in which these valves are set is solid brass. Each valve works independently of the other. After
this care in construction, all valves are tested under pressure to eliminate the possibility of leaks.

Discharge Pipe: The discharge pipe, which is %" in iliameter, terminates in

off nozzle, making it evaporation-proof.

Space Bequired: This pump occupies approxi-
mately 1% square feet of floor space. The amount of space
required depends somewhat on the location of the pump in
the building. The pump stands about four feet high.

Xanks: The tanks used with this pump can be furnished
in any capacity or thickness of metal desired. They are made
standard in 16, 14 and 12 gauge galvanized steel, ranging in ca-
pacities from 1 barrel (65 gallons) to 20 barrels (1,100 gallons).
Tanks of larger capacity or of heavier metal are made special.
Tanks of 16 gauge material will not be furnished in larger than
3 barrels capacity.

Dimensions: "Standard tanks are made in the following sizes

1



storage Systems for Oils and Gasoline
BULLETIN No. 50

Detail cut of pump head,
lowingcomputer dial. loci<and

discharge register.

Cut No. 32—Coniinerciiil—( Model E)

Long Distance Self Measuring Pump for Handling and Retailing

Oils and Gasoline in Groceries. Paint Stores, Hardware Stores, Etc.

Wavne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

2M.2.26.16

Fort Wayne, Indiana



Tlie illustration shows tlie method of installation. The pump may be
located at any point in the building' and the tank outside

where it is most convenient for filling-.

CUT No. 32 PUMP
General Description

This pump is the long distance type. That
means the pump can be set in the building wher-
ever desired and the storage tank, to which it is

connected, is buried in the ground outside, usually

where it is the most convenient for filling. The
pump and tank are both provided with a lock.

Nobody can get oil or gasoline unless they have
a key.

It is especially designed for retail purposes
and is made of selected materials throughout.
Every pump is thoroughly tested for soundness
of construction and accuracy of measurement.
They are positively guaranteed to be free from
imperfections in either material or workmanship.
The measuring cylinder is made of seamless
brass tubing. The heavy double plunger, also the
bottom casting of the measuring chamber are
thoroughly galvanized. This method of construc-
tion prevents corrosion and rust which is obvi-

ously a striking advantage where gasoline is

handled. It measures gallons, half-gallons or
quarts at a stroke. The discharge register counts
the gallons up to ten and then repeats. This
device is especially valuable in filling five and ten-

gallon cans. This pump is also provided with a
computing dial which shows just how much to

charge for odd quantities.

Valves: The suction line is provided with a
set of double brass valves. The accuracy of any
measuring pump depends primarily upon these
valves. In purchasing, this point should be thor-

oughly investigated. Too much stress cannot be
laid upon their construction and arrangement. These valves in the Wayne System are made entirely of brass. The
poppet and seat are carefully machined and then hand ground. The heavy body in which these valves are set is solid

brass. Each valve works independently of the other. After this care in construction all valves are tested under heavy
pressure to eliminate any possibility of leaks.

Discharge Pipe: The discharge pipe terminates in a lever shut-off nozzle, making it evaporation proof. There is an
automatic check valve in the discharge pipe between the nozzle and the pump which automatically closes the line when
pumping ceases, thus doubly guarding against fire or evaporation.

Space Required: This pump occupies approximately one square foot of floor space. It should stand at least

twelve inches from the wall. This distance varies somewhat according to the location of the pump in the building. Sev-
enty inches head room is required to allow full stroke of cog bar

Xanks: The tanks used with this pump can be furnished
in any capacity or thickness of metal desired. They are made ^
standard in 16, 14 and 12 gauge galvanized steel, ranging in -/^

capacities from 1 bbl. (65 gals.) to 20 bbls. (1,100 gals.). Tanks
of larger capacity or of heavier metal are made special.

All spacing and punching is done by machinery to insure ac-

curacy. This guarantees a perfect fit of the different sheets and
prevents bulging or warping of the metal when the tank is com-
pleted. The rivets on the lighter tanks are cold driven and all

seams thoroughly soldered. After testing them under heavy
air pressure the tanks are given three coats of rust-proof min-
eral paint. They are guaranteed both leak and evaporation-
proof.

Oimensioiis: *Standard tanks are made in the following sizes

Capacity C:
l)bl.s. ga

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Equipment: The standard equipment includes the following: Pump,
Type "A" Xozzle, Type "B" Nozzle, Lock, Discharge Register, Tank, Gauge
Stick for Tank, Fill Pipe complete. Foot Valves, Suction Pipe for Tank with
Union (pipe from union to pump not included).

Note: No drip pan furnished where sold for gasoline.

jpacity



Storage Systems for Oils and Gasoline

BULLETIN >V. 32

Detail Cut or Pump head.
^howiuK 100,000 sallon mrt.-

lock and disehar^p rosi-*l<r

Cut No. 32— (Model E)

Wayne Oil Tank & Pnnip Company
Sales Offices in All Larfie Cities

2VI-7-17-16

Fort Vtavne. Indiana



CUT No. 32 PUMP
General Description

This pump is the long distance type. That
means the pump can be set in the building wher-
ever desired and the storage tank, to which it is

connected, is buried in the ground outside, usually
where it is the most convenient for filling. The
pump and tank are both provided with a lock.

Nobody can get oil or gasoline unless they have
a key.

It is especially designed for retail purposes
and is made of selected materials throughout.
Every pump is thoroughly tested for soundness
of construction and accuracy of measurement.
They are positively guaranteed to be free from
imperfections in either material or workmanship.
The measuring cylinder is made of seamless
brass tubing. The heavy double plunger, also the
bottom casting of the measuring chamber are
thoroughly galvanized. This method of construc-
tion prevents corrosion and rust which is obvi-

ously a striking advantage where gasoline is

handled. It measures gallons, half-gallons or

quarts at a stroke. The discharge register counts
the gallons up to ten and then repeats. This
device is especially valuable in filling five and ten-

gallon cans. This pump is also provided with a
computing dial which shows just how much to

charge for odd quantities.

A^alves: The suction line is provided with a

set of double brass valves. The accuracy of any
measuring pump depends primarily upon these
valves. In purchasing, this point should be thor-

oughly investigated. Too much stress cannot be
laid upon their construction and arrangement. These valves in the Wayne System are made entirely of brass. The
poppet and seat are carefully machined and then hand ground. The heavy body in which these valves are set is solid

brass. Each valve works independently of the other. After this care in ccnslructlon all valves are tested under heavy
pressure to eliminate any possibility of leaks.

Discharge Pipe: The discharge pipe terminates in a lever shut-off nozzle, making it evaporation proof. There is an
automatic check valve in the discharge pipe between the nozzle and the pump which automatically closes the line when
pumping ceases, thus doubly guarding against fire or evaporation.

Space Required: Ths pump occupies approximately one square foot of floor space. It should stand at least

twelve inches from tlie wall. This distance varies somewhat according to the location of the pump in the building. Sev-
enty inches head room is required to allow full stroke of cog bar,

Xanks: The tanks used with this pump can be furnished
in any capacity or thickness of metal desired. They are made
standard in 16, 14 and 12 gauge galvanized steel, ranging in
capacities from 1 bbl. (65 gals.) to 20 bbls. (1,100 gals.). Tanks
of larger capacity or of heavier metal are made special.

All spacing and punching is done by machinery to insure ac-
curacy. This guarantees a perfect fit of the different sheets and
prevents bulging or warping of the metal when the tank is com-
pleted. The rivets on the lighter tanks are cold driven and all

seams thoroughly soldered. After testing them under heavy
air pressure the tanks are given three coats of rust-proof min-
eral paint. They are guaranteed both leak and evaporation-
proof.

Dimensions: *Standard tanks are made in the following sizes

Tlie illustration shows the method of installation. The pnmp may be
located at any point in the building- and the tank outside

where it is most convenient for filling".

Capacit



Equipment for the Storage and Dis-

tribution of Lubricating Oils in

Garages, Mills and Factories
BULLETIN No. .$

Cut No. 37—STORAGE TANK

THE WAYNE DEPARTMENTAL STORAGE TANK equipped with self measuring

pump will be found almost a necessity where lubricating oil is stored or used. It is prac-

tically fire proof and will keep the contents clean and pure.

Wayne Oil Tank and Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

Woodstock. Ontario, Canada Fort Wayne, Indiana, U. S. A.

lOth Edition-2M-l 1-1-16 ^^^"^ O""



USES AND ADVANTAGES
The Cut 37 Departmental Storage Tank is

designed for storing oil where used. It is equipped

with self-measuring pump adjustable to different

quantities, enabling the user to determine the

amount used in any department or for any pur-

pose.

In factories, mills and garages this equip-

ment will be found the most economical way to

handle oils, saving time necessary to go to and

from a central oil storage tank.

While the Cut 37 equipment is suitable for the

storage of lubricating oils and other non-volatile

liquids, it is not suitable for storing Gasoline,

Linseeds, Turpentine or Paints.

Gasoline in all cases should be stored in under-

ground equipment. Linseeds, turpentine, paints,

etc., should be stored in either our Cut 70 first

floor equipment. Cut 82 cellar equipment or under-

ground, according to local conditions.

This equipment is so designed that any number
of tanks can be added as the need arises, fitting

closely together, against wall or in corner, allowing

no space for the accumulation of dirt or trash.

Tank: The tank is built of high grade, gal-

vanized tank steel plate. It is carefully riveted

and spot welded. All seams are flushed with

solder from inside to out. All openings are re-

inforced, making the tank very substantial and

of rigid construction.

Pump: The pump used with this equipment

is made of heavy cast iron, steel and brass. The
valve, valve seats, stuffing box, plunger rod, etc.

are made of solid bronze. A heavy cast iron

cross head holds the discharge pipe in a rigid

position. The pump being bolted on top of the

tank, allows it to be removed with ease.

The measuring cylinder is of seamless brass

tubing, fitted with solid head and protected by

steel tie rods.

Valves: The valves ured with this pump are

solid brass of special composition. They are care-

fully machined and then hand ground. Each

valve is tested and inspected. The accuracy of

any measuring pump depends upon the foot valve.

It is therefore especially important that the valves

be absolutely tight and the metal of which they

are constructed flawless.

The suction pipe is equipped with double brass

foot-valve and strainer.

The standard pump discharges a quart or pint

at a stroke and is regulated by simply turning

the quantity stop to engage the rack. It is posi-

tive in action and located convenient to operator.

The discharge pipe terminates in an anti-drip

brass nozzle, (Type D) which instantly stops the

flow of liquid when pumping ceases.

While the standard equipment is fitted with

quart pump, it can be fitted with half-gallon pump
at extra cost.

Drip Pan: A seven-inch galvanized drip pan,

fitted with cast iron grate and equipped with cover

and extension tube which fits closely around dis-

charge nozzle when pump is not in use and locks,

preventing oil being drawn by unauthorized per-

sons, making the equipment practically dust

and fool proof.

Gauge: This equipment is furnished with a

float gauge showing approximately the amount
of oil in the tank at all times. The indicator for

this gauge is finished in white enamel, graduated

in black, sets just back of the pump and can be

easily read at a distance. There is nothing to

break or get out of order on this gauge and its

reading can be depended upon at all times.

Finish: The equipment is finished standard

in dark green enamel. The pump parts are finished

in black enamel with nickel trimmings.

TANK SIZES

Capacity Length Height Width

1 barrel, 65 gallons. 25"

2 barrels, 120 gallons. 31"

3 barrels, 170 gallons. 44"

4 barrels. 220 gallons. 48"

5 barrels, 280 gallons.
[

57"

341./'

341;"

34K>"
341/2"

22'

28'

28'

33"

34"



ACCESSORIES FOR CUT 37 AND CUT 38

The following accessories are furnished at extra cost, and. while not absolutely necessary to the opera-

tion of the equipment, increase its convenience and usefulness.

Meter; (Bulletin 90) is furnished, when wanted.

It keeps an accurate and continuous record of the

liquid pumped up to 100,000 and then repeats.

Convenient for daily or monthly invoicing. Sealed

and cannot be tampered with.

Half-gallon Pump; A standard half-gallon

stroke pump is furnished as an accessory with this

equipment. It measures pints, quarts and half-

gallons, as desired by the operator.

Gallon Pump: A standard gallon stroke pump
is furnished as an accessory with this equipment.

It will deliver pints, quarts, half-gallons and gal-

lons, as desired by the operator.

Portable Filling Cradle Cut 104 (Bulletin 100)

is the most convenient way to empty barrels into

Cut 37 or Cut 38 tank. It will drain the barrel

of its entire contents.

Transfer Pump Cut 14 (Bulletin 100).

ANTI-DRIP %»
NOZZLE



Standard Cut 38 Portable Equipment
Designed for use on curb, in filling station or factory.

Same data as applies on the Cut 37. Equipped

with steel angle frame and ball-bearing swivel casters.

Can be easily moved from place to place.

e

Cut 37 used in accessory shop, for storing different grades of lubricating oils.



Storai^e Outfit for Lubrlcatiiij^ Oils
BULLETIN No. 99

f

Cut No. 39 Ueiich Tank

This Wayne outfit is especially designed for storing and handling lubricating oils in

small quantities in the factory, garage, etc. It may be used for dispensing glycerine, turpen-

tine, castor oil, etc., in the drug store.

Wavne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in AH Large Citie.s

3M 4-5-16

Fort ^ avne, Indiana



General Description

This Wayne outfit is constructed entirely of metal and is especiall3' designed for handling lubri-

cating oils in small quantities. Frequently factories want a small bench can for storing different oils

in the different departments. This outfit is particularly well adapted for that purpose. In many cases

the druggists have use for a small outfit of this kind for dispensing turpentine, olive oil, glycerine,

castor oil, etc. This outfit is adapted for that purpose as well.

The pump is constructed along the same general lines as the larger ones. The valves, measuring

cylinder, stuffing box, nozzle, etc., are of solid brass. The tank is made from the best grade open

hearth soft tank steel, galvanized, closely riveted and all seams flushed with solder. This outfit insures

clean oil, proof against fire and waste.

Pump: The pump used with this outfit is constructed entirely of metal. The plunger rod, valves,

stuffing box, nozzle, etc., are made of brass. The bracket is so arranged that a heavy cast iron cross

head encompasses the discharge pipe, making it very rigid. The pump is attached directly to the

tank, as shown in the illustration. This pump is designed to discharge a pint at a stroke. It may be

set to discharge a half or quarter of a pint at the option of the operator. The discharge pipe terminates

in a non-drip nozzle and is provided with a special reducing tube for bottle filling or for filling hand
oilers. This pump is provided with a special lock.

Tank: This tank is made of the best grade open hearth soft tank steel, galvanized. It is care-

fully riveted and the seams flushed with solder. The openings are reinforced, making it verj- substantial.

Fill Opening: This outfit is provided with a special 2-inch fill or clean-out opening. This is

closed liy means of a special screw cap.

Drip Pan and Cover: This tank is fitted with a 6-incli drip pan with a 4-inch opening. The
drip pan is attached to the tank and the opening is provided with a fine mesh screen to prevent dirt

from returning to the tank when the drip pan is open. This drip pan is provided with a special hinged

cover and exti^nsion tube which, when in place, encompasses the discharge pipe.

Gauge: This outfit is provided with a standard float gauge, which stands immediately back of

the pump and shows instantly approximately the amount of liquid in the tank at any time. This gauge
is gi'aduated in gallons and fractions thereof.

Computer: When specially ordered for a dispensing outfit, this tank will be provided with a

computer graduated in ounces, according to the apothecary scale. The maximum capacity of the pump
is sixteen ounces. This is especially valuable in filling bottles in the drug store.

Finish: The tank is finished standard in a dark green enamel; all cast iron parts are finished in

black enamel. The nozzle, reducing tube, etc., are nickeled.

Tank Sixes:
Capacity. Length. Width. Height.

5 Gallons 11" 11" 121/2"

10 " 14" 14" 14"

15 " 16" 16" 14"

20 " 17" 18" 18"

30 " 17" 18" 231/2"

40 " 22" 18" 28i/o"

50 " 22" 20" 28I/2"

Equipment: The standard equipment inchules tank and pump complete with type "D" nozzle,

drip pan with cover, extension tube; also computer when so ordered. The standard finish is dark green
enamel, but any other finish will be furnished without additional charge, except white enamel. See
special price covering this point.



Filter for Gasoline

«:)

BULLirriN No. IT

.O

li)

This Wayne filter is designed for use in connection with any of the pumps listed in the

bulletins except Cuts No. 60 and 62. It is attached to the discharge pipe and when so attached

it removes all water and other foreign substances from the gasoline as fast as it is pumped.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices iu All Lari^e Cities

2M-7-17-16

Fort Wayne, Indiana
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Wayne filter is constructed in such a manner that the gasoline is forced through two

reinforced fine mesh brass screens before reaching the discharge nozzle. These screens are

so arranged that the water and other foreign substances are removed from the gasoline. The
impurities are held at the bottom of the filter while the clean gasoline is permitted to pass

through the screens and out through the discharge nozzle.

Construction: The top and bottom castings used in connection w^ith the Wayne filter

are galvanized to prevent rusting or corrosion. A heavy pipe is screwed into the top and

bottom casting as show^n in the illustration. A drawn brass shell is set into the top and

bottom castings and these joints are carefully litharged. The screens are fine mesh brass r^

with heavy reinforcings to prevent their collapse under heavy pressure. The openings from

the discharge line at the bottom of the filter are so arranged that the stream of gasoline is

broken up before striking the screen. This has a tendency to separate the water and gaso-

line w^hich is a material aid to the screens in preventing the w^ater and other foreign sub-

stances from passing through them. The impurities are retained at the bottom of the filter.

These may be drawn off from time to time by closing the discharge nozzle of the pump and

opening the draw off cock at the top of the filter. If the dirt and water which will accumu-

late at the bottom of the filter are draw^n off v^^ith reasonable frequency, no trouble vs^ill evei

be experienced. This device insures high grade gasoline, free from water or dirt.



Gasoline Storage Systems for

Private Garage
BULLETIN No. 59

Cut No. 62—(Model G)

Long Distance System

The Wayne Suburban Storage Outfits are especially designed for the car owner who
does not require an elaborate system.

They are safe, inexpensive and economical.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

2M-1 1-1 1-16

Fort \'i ayne, Indiana



Tliis shows the Direct Lift Pump
ready for operation.

General
Description

Model G: The Model

G is made in two styles.

One direct lift (Cut 60),

the other long distance (Cnt

62). The pump discharges prac-

tically a steady stream, is sim-

ple in construction and easilj- op-

erated. Both pump and tank are

made from selected materials and

constructed by skilled workmen.

Tliis system is designed for the

automobile owner whose storage re-

quirements are moderate and who

wants an inexpensive equipment.
Cut No. 62.

Cut No. 60: The Cut 60 is the direct lift type. The pump is detachable and specially constructed

with drain back valve. When the outfit is not in use the pump may be removed. When the pump is

detached a screw plug is used in the suction pipe. The heavy metal hasp on the fill pipe cap covers the

suction pipe and locks. This outfit may be installed in the yard along the driveway or at the entrance

to the garage. The gasoline hose and filling nozzle may be used with it. The outfit affords no obstruc-

tion when properly installed and the pump is detached.

Equipment: The standard equipment includes a pump complete, tank with gauge stick, litharge

for laying lines and making connections, fill pipe, suction pipe, vent cap and lock.

Cut No. 62: Cut No. 62 is the long distance type. The tank is buried, filled and vented outside.

The pump is placed in the garage at the most convenient point for filling the car. It is secured in place

by four heavy lag screws and stands perfectly rigid. Both the pump and fill pipe cap lock. If the gaso-

line hose is used, the gasoline may be pumped from the underground tank directly into the car, elimi-

nating evaporation and danger from fire. The height of this pump with plunger down is 27 inches.

Height with plunger extended 40 inches. Diameter of base

8 inches. It stands the proper height for easy operation.

Equipment: The standard equipment includes pump

complete, underground tank, stick gauge for tank, litharge

for making connections, necessary lag screws, fill and sue"

t.ion pipe for tank with stuffing box and union.

(Note: Suction pipe from union to pump not furnished.)

Tanks: All tanks are made of heavy galvanized steel,

closely riveted with all seams thoroughly soldered. Each

tank is lested under air pressure and then given three coats

of asphaltum before shipment, making them leak and evap-

oration proof. The tanks are provided with special fill pipe

inside of which is a removable, fine mesh, brass wire screen

strainer. The cap on the fill pipe is fitted with a special

vent which operates automatically. Tanks have same dimen-

sions as all standard type "A" tanks. See Bulletin 50 for

dimensions.

This cut shows the Direct Lilt Outfit with the
pump reiuoved aud tlie fill aud suction

pipes locked out of dangrer.



Lubricating Oil Storage Systems
For Garages, Mills, Shops, Factories, Etc.

BULLETIN No. 63

Cut 63 -Ba

This method of handUng, storing and distributing lubricating oils assures the user that

the barrels will be entirely drained, that the liquid will be safely stored in practically fire-

proof containers, free from dust and dirt, and that every gallon can be accounted for.

Tanks made in capacities of two barrels and up in battery form. Can be added to as

needed, height and length from front to back of the entire battery remaining uniform.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large (lities

Woodstock, Ontario, Canada Fort Wayne, Indiana, U. S. A.

10TH EDITION—3-1-17



USES AND ADVANTAGES
Cut 63 battery equipment is especially de-

signed for the storage of lubricating oils and like

liquids of a non-volatile nature.
This equipment may be placed where the

liquid is used. Various capacity units may be
added as needed, width of tank varying according
to capacity, entire battery length from front to

back and height remaining uniform; and econo-
mizing floor space to the greatest possible degree.

The arrangement of barrel cradle, track and
dash affords a means by which the entire contents
of either iron drums or wooden barrels may be
handled and emptied into storage tanks without
spillage or waste and with a minimum of labor,

as one man can easily handle the entire job.

Each equipment is fitted with individual dip
gauge, providing a check on incoming oil, or con-
tents of tank; measuring pump, providing a check
on outgoing oil.

Pump locks, so that oil cannot be drawn by unauthorized persons.
With this equipment, in some instances it is possible to make quite a saving by having oil delivered in

bulk.

Construction: This equipment is liberally proportioned, strong and substantially built, of the most
approved design. Constructed throughout of bronze, steel and galvanized iron. Will last practically a
lifetime.

Standard Cut 63 Battery Equipment
Drip Pan: Each tank is provided with a standard seven-inch drip pan. This consists of a heavy

cast iron ring riveted to the top of the tank. In the interior is a drip pan constructed of galvanized steel
with a '^4" opening in the center. Over the top of this is a cast iron grate. There is a cast iron swing cover
which closes over the drip pan. making it dust proof. An extension drip tube runs from the center of the
cover to the discharge nozzle of the pump. This cover is also provided with a lock.

Manholes: Each of the tanks is provided with a heavy 12" manhole for filling and inspection. This
manhole consists of a heavy cast iron ring bolted to the top of the tank and provided with quick-opening
cover and lock.

Gauge: Each tank is provided with a metallic dip gauge graduated in gallons, which operates through
a special slotted flange. This gauge sets immediately back of the pump.

Finish: The tanks in the battery are finished in a dark green enamel. The pumps and other cast
iron parts are finished in black enamel.

Note: The barrel track, cradle, barrel drainer, and chain hoist, shown on illustration are extra.
Pumps: The pumps used on this equipment are constructed entirely of metal. The bracket is so

made that a heavy cast iron cross head encompasses the discharge pipe, making it very rigid. The pump
is attached to the top of the tank with heavy machine screws. The pump discharges a quart or a pint per
stroke at the option of the operator. The mechanism for regulating the quantity is conveniently located
and positive in action. The discharge pipe terminates in a non-drip nozzle which instantly stops the flow
when pumping ceases. Each pump is provided with a lock which prevents any operation of the pump by
unauthorized persons.

Valves: The valves used in connection with this pump are solid brass of special composition. Each
valve is carefully machined and then hand ground. After this care in construction all valves are carefully
tested under actual working conditions and inspected. The accuracy of any measuring pump depends
upon these valves. It is especially important that the purchaser look well to this point.

Tank: The tank is made from the best grade open-hearth soft tank steel, heavily galvanized, care-
fully riveted and all seams flushed with solder from inside to outside. The openings are reinforced, making
it very substantial. Heavy angle iron bracings are placed on the inside of the tank. This is a special
Wayne feature. All tanks are carefully tested and are guaranteed oil tight.

Equipment: The standard equipment includes tank and pump complete with Type D nozzle, drip
pan with swing cover and extension tube, dip gauge, 12" round manhole with quick-opening cover.

For prices on barrel track, cradle, hoist, barrel drainer, etc., see accessory price list.

Tank Sizes

Capacity

1 Barrels. 120 Gallons
3 Barrels, 170 Gallons
4 Barrels, 220 Gallons
5 Barrels, 280 Gallons

Wiiih Across



Portable Gasoline Storage System
H!L LLETIN No. 68

Cut No. 68

The Standard System for Safety, Convenience and Economy. The Wayne Portable
Tank facilitates the filling of cars and eliminates the necessity of maneuvering them. Saves
time and money.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Larfie Cities

2M— 1-23-17

Fort 'V^avne. Indiana



This Illustrates How Auto Can Be Pilled

Portable Gasoline Outfit

General Description

The Wayne Portable is constructed of

3-16 inch steel plate with all seams oxy-
acetyline welded. The tank is entirely free

from carriage. It sets in a metal frame to

which the wheels are attached. This con-

struction safeguards the tank against possible

damage to the wheels, axles and frame. The
frame is made of bar iron reinforced by
angle and channel iron. All joints welded.

DETAILS

Wheels: The wheels are heavy
stamped steel riveted, provided with roller

bearings and equipped with heavy rubber
cushioned tires. Tw^o small rubber-tired

guide wheels are provided and very little effort is required to propel it.

Brakes: Wheels are fitted w^ith steel brakes operated with a lever placed conven-

iently near the handle.

Gau^e: The tank is provided with a brass Magnetic Float Gauge which indicates the

amount of oil in the tank. Dial is amply protected against damage.

Autographic Register: Extra. When ordered, this outfit is furnished with a

nickel plated triplicate Autographic Register which affords a convenient means of record-

ing all sales.

Kill Pipe: 1 he Fill Pipe extends from the top of the tank to within an inch of the

bottom and is 1 '/4 inches in diameter, it is fitted with double screen strainer. It is so con-

structed as to give ample space for releasing the air which permits a free flow of gasoline.

Pump: The pump used with this outfit is our Standard Long Distance Model "H,"
described in Bulletin No. 11. It is fitted Standard with discharge register, locking device,

two-way nozzle. The discharge register automatically records the number of gallons

pumped up to ten. The two-way nozzle permits the operator to discharge gasoline through

the regular nozzle or through the gasoline hose.

Special Gasoline Hose: The Hose supplied with this outfit is of superior quality

and will give excellent service. It permits the operator to discharge the gasoline directly into

the automobile.

Tank: The tank furnished is made of the best grade of 3-16 inch tank steel. All

seams welded and has a capacity of 30 gallons.

Finish: The outfit is given three coats of mineral paint with red enamel finish.

Dimensions: Length (front to back) over all, 45 inches.

Width over all, 32 inches.

Height over all, 5 feet, 4 inches.

Note: Propelling handle can be dropped down against the tank when not in use.

This makes a difference of about eight inches in the length.

Equipment: The standard Equipment includes the following: Tank complete. Float

Gauge, Fill Pipe, 7 feet of Special Gasoline Hose, Type "B" two-way Nozzle, Type "C"
Nozzle and Discharge Register. Also locks for Pump and Fill Cap.



Storage Systems for Paint Oils,

Varnishes, Etc.

BULLETIN No. 70

Cut .\o. 70— (Model H)

Paint oil, varuishes, etc., must lie keiJt free from air in order to maintain tliem at tlieir liii;licst effii-ieney. If they

are stored in barrels or other containers that permit the gases to evaporate, the oils become congealed and are no

longer serviceable. If you open a barrel in which linseed oil is stored you %vill find au accumulation of "foots and fats,"

due entirely to evaporation. This is an absolute loss, as there is no way known by which this accumulation can be re-

turned to its original consistency.

The Wayne system illustrated above is absolutely air tight ami is guaranteed to handle all of the oils in the paint

oil class in a satisfactorv manner.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pnnip Company
Fort \^ ayne, IndianaSales Offices in All Larpe Cities

2M—7-17-16



GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Wayne outfits for paint oils, varnishes, etc., are constructed entirely of metal and de-

signed for handling these liquids in the most approved manner. The system illustrated

on the foregoing page is listed by the Underw^riters' Laboratories. The pumps are care-

fully machined and assembled by expert workmen. The tanks are made of the best grade

galvanized soft tank steel closely riveted and all seams flushed with solder. They insure

clean oil and maintain it at its original consistency.

Pumps: The pump illustrated on this outfit will discharge a gallon, half-gallon or

quart at a stroke and is known as the Model H first floor type. It is heavily constructed

with valve, valve seats, plunger rod, stuffing box, nozzles, etc., of solid brass. The pump
is furnished standard with a discharge register which tallies the number of gallons up to ten,

and when specially ordered will be provided with a computer, which will show the charge

to make for any fractional part of a gallon. Each pump will be fitted with a standard lever

shut-off nozzle. The type of nozzle will depend upon the liquids to be handled. Each pump
is provided with a heavy bar lock in the handle.

Note: In some instances it is necessary to have a tinned pump or brass parts tinned.

An extra charge is made for this and special attention should be given to the liquids to be

handled.

Drip Pan and Cover: Each pump is provided with a standard 8" drip pan. This drip

pan consists of a cast iron ring riveted to the top of the tank. Cast intrically with this ring

is a heavy metal drip pan with a %" opening in the center. Extending from this %"
opening to within an inch of the bottom of the tank is a heavy galvanized pipe which seals

the contents of the tank. The opening is covered by fine-mesh fire screen. The drip pan

is provided with cast iron grate and mat. There is a special oval sw^ing cover furnished

with extension drip tube.

Manhole: This outfit is furnished with a standard 12" round air-tight manhole. This

manhole consists of a heavy cast iron ring riveted to the top of the tank. The opening for

this ring has a reinforcing ring on the inside of the tank. The cover is bolted to this ring:

by means of hexagon headed cap screws. A reinforced asbestos gasket is used between the

faces of the ring and cover. The cover is guaranteed air tight. In the center of the cover

is a 2" opening for fill purposes. This opening is provided with a heavy threaded bar plug.

In addition to this the 2" opening is covered with fire screen and 2" galvanized pipe extends

from same to bottom of the tank.

Gauge: This outfit is provided with a metallic dip gauge calibrated in gallons. This

gauge operates through a special slotted flange.

Tanks: The tanks are made from the best grade open-hearth soft tank steel. All

seams are carefully riveted and flushed with solder. These tanks are all built the same height

and length. They vary in width only to secure the desired capacity. This permits the in-

stallation of the tanks in battery form as illustrated. Each tank is distinctly labeled with
the name of the oil which it is designed to handle.

Tank Sizes:
Capacity Heigfht Width Length

2 28yo" 24" 40"

3 2SW' 34" 40"

4 28%" 44" 40"

.5 281/2" 5.')" 40"

The standard equipment includes pump and tank complete with lock and discharge

register, Type A nozzle or other suitable nozzle, dip gauge, air-tight manhole, vent drip

pan cover and tube.



Storage System for Rvibber Cement
HILLKTIN No. I(»0

Cut N(). T.i Kiiblxr <:

The above outfit is especially designed for storing and handling rubber cement or other

similar liquids in the different departments. It is a special departmental tank and is not de-

signed for bulk storage of these liquids.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Citit

3;M-4-.j-16

Fort ^ avne, Indiana



General Description

This Wayne outfit for rubber cemeut is constructed entirely of metal and is especially designed for

storing and dispensing rubber cement in small quantities in the different departments. It has been made
with a full knowledge of the conditions under which the outfit is to be used. The pump is attached

directly to the top of the tank and the entire top, including pump, is so arranged that it may be removed
with very little trouble. The tank is made of the best grade open hearth soft tank steel, galvanized;

is carefully riveted and the seams flushed with solder. The top has a special reinforcing as shoAvn in the

illustration. It provides a neat, clean and satisfactory means of keeping rubber cement in the de-

partments for use in the different bench cans.

Pump: The pump used with this outfit is constructed entirely of metal. The valves, plunger rod,

stuffing box, nozzle, etc., are made of solid brass. The bracket is so made that a heavy cast iron cross

head encompasses the discharge pipe, making it very rigid. Tlie discharge pipe is attached to the top

of the tank by means of a special stuffing box arrangement. The pump discharges a pint at a stroke

and may be set to discharge a half or quarter pint, at the option of the operator. These quantity stop

regulators are placed for convenient operation. The pump is provided with a lock. The discharge pipe

terminates in a special lever handle, self-cleaning nozzle. When the nozzle is closed a plunger is ex-

tended to the lower edge of the nozzle opening, cleaning it entirely, thus preventing the rubber cement

from hardening in the discharge nozzle and clogging it.

Tank; The tank is made of the best grade open hearth soft tank steel, galvanized. The seams

are carefully riveted and soldered. The top of the tank is provided Avith a reinforcing ring to receive

a special cast iron cover. This cover is held to the top of the tank by means of hinged bolts and wing
nuts. Tliere are four of these, which engage with special slotted bosses on the cast iron cover. If for

any reason the top of the tank, including the pump, is to be removed, the operator simply loosens these

four wing nuts, throws the bolts down and the entire pump and top of tank may be lifted out. This

tank is provided with liandlcs so it may be carried to different points in the shop.

Fill Opening: Tlie tank is ]iroviiled with a 2-inch fill opening, which is covered by means of a

special screw cap.

Drip Pan: The outfit is provided with a special 4-incli drij) pan, so arranged that the pipe extends

from the oiiening in same to tlie bottom of the tank. The lower end of this pipe is fitted with a screen.

Valves: The valves used with this pump are solid brass, all carefully machined and then hand

ground. Aft("r this care in construction each valve is carefully tested and inspected to insure accuracy.

Finish: This tank is finished standard in dark green enamel; all cast iron parts are finished in

black enamel. The nozzle is nickeled.

Tank Sizes:
Capacity. Diameter. Height.

5 Gallons 12" 12"

10 " 14" 191/2"

20 " ISi/o" 193^"

25 " 181/2" 22"

Fquipinenf: The standard equipment includes the tank and pump complete with special lever

lumdle nozzh', lock and drip pan. The standard finish is dark green enamel, with al) east iron parts

finished in lilack enamel.



TYPE ''A" RIVETED

Cylindrical Galvanized Tanks
FOR UNDERGROUND STORAGE OF GASOLINE, CRUDE. LUBRICATING AND

PAINT OILS, KEROSENE, ETC.

BULLETIN No. 79

WAYNE GALVANIZED TYPE "A" STORAGE TANKS are built especially for the storage of

gasoline and other liquids underground and are of the approved type. Head and shell, as well as all flanges,

pipe fittings, stuffing box, etc., are heavily galvanized to withstand the water and other corrosive elements

which a tank buried in the ground is especially subjected to, and they will last an indefinite period.

Wayne Oil Tank and Pump Conixjany
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

Woodstock. Ontario. Canada
2M— 11-lO-ir,

Fort Wavne. Indiana, V. S. A.



Illustration below shows actual thickness of 12, 14 and 16 gauge galvanized steel, for

your convenience in comparing.

6AUeE



Twenty-five years ago this Company
built its first galvanized storage tank.

Methods, tools and materials have under-

gone vast changes since that time. Step

by step we have corrected and developed

this department along improved lines,

guided by the service our first equipment

is giving our customers.

Our aim is to manufacture a safe, cor-

rectly built tank that when installed can

be depended upon to give the user no

trouble and assure him that regardless of

conditions surrounding the installation

every gallon of liquid put into the tank

will remain clean and pure, will not

become contaminated by foreign matter,

and that there will be no evaporation or

leakage during the entire service of the

equipment, which is' practically a life-

time.

Gasoline is one of the most difficult

liquids in common use to store. Its

penetrating power is so great that tanks

for storing it must be made with much, more care than

for ordinary purposes. The venting and filling equip-

ment furnished as standard with the Type "A" gal-

vanized tank is a feature that has developed in our

twenty-five years of experience in building tanks for

underground storage.

UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES INC.
INSPECTED

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
FOR

HAZARDOUS FLUIDS
METAL N° U. S.GAGt

N9 47238
DO NOT COVER UP THIS TANK UNTIl INSTALLATION IS APPROVED
BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES

Wayne Standard Galvanized Storage Tanks
are built to conform with that measure of safety

prescribed by the National Board of Fire Under-
writers and are labeled under their supervision when
used for volatile liquids such as gasoline and naptha.

This Underwriters label is an additional assurance

to the customer that Wayne tanks bearing it are

built of the proper thickness of steel without flaws of

any kind, using the proper size rivets, and that the

riveting, soldering and construction are properly done.

Our standard fill pipe as shown in cut is equipped

with two strainers, an inner fill tube, and vented fill

cap which positively prevents evaporation of the

liquid and only admits air to take the place of the

liquid that is being pumped out. Should the strainers

become clogged, it is only necessary to unscrew the

fill cap and take out the entire inner suction pipe,

clean the screen and replace it, which can be done in

three minutes' time.

The service rendered by a storage tank depends,

first, upon the grade and thickness of steel plate used

n its construction: second, upon the care exercised

m forming and riveting of the shell and head; third

upon the amount of solder and care in applying it.

Material: All steel plate used in the construction

of Wayne Type "A" tanks conforms to the specifica-

tions adopted by the Association of Steel Manufac-
turers for special open-hearth soft tank steel, having

an ultimate strength of 45.000 to 55,000 pounds per

square inch, an elastic limit of not less than one-half

its ultimate strength, capable of being bent cold

180 degrees flat on itself without fracture on outside

of bent portion.

Construction: .'Ml rivet holes accurately and
evenly spaced and rivets shall be carefully driven,

leaving heads neatly finished. All seams shall be

full lapped, metal to metal, no foreign substance of

any kind being used between joints. Plates shall

have edges neatly machine beveled before riveting.

Soldering and Testing: Wayne Storage tanks

are solder sweated from inside to out. All seams are

heavily coated with the best solder obtainable and

after solder flowing the joints each tank is thoroughly

tested and given not less than two coats of heavy

rust-resisting paint, and all openings carefully plugged

before shipment.

These are features that are not employed in the

manufacture of the ordinary galvanized storage tank,

and it assures the customer that the tank will never

cause trouble from leakage.

Great care should be exercised in the manufacture

of underground storage tanks. They cannot be ex-

amined at stated periods without great trouble and

should they leak considerable of their contents may
be wasted before it is discovered.

Remember a boiler ship is not necessarily capable

of turning out a first-class underground storage tank.

Page Three
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A typical installation showing two Type "A" tanks installed underground outside of building (one

for kerosene and one for gasoline) connected to two I gallon pumps.

This method of storage takes practically no room that could be used for any other purpose, is easy to

install, practically fire-proof, will eliminate the spillage, wasting and untidy condition prevailing with the

faucet or "jigger" tank. It will prevent your stock from becoming contaminated with the odor of kerosene

or gasoline, and when installed requires no attention; enables you to keep an exact record of daily or monthly

sales; enables you to determine the amount of liquid in the tank, and positively prevents over and under

measurement.

Our experience in this line—extending over a great period of years— is at your service entirely free,

without any obligation on your part. We will be able to give you an idea to fit your particular local con-

ditions that will enable you to economically handle the situation.

See Bullet

See Bullet

See Bullet

See Bullet

See Bullet

See Bullet

See Bullet

See Bullet

n 89 for data on Rectangular Tanks.

n 88 for data on Cylindrical Tanks.

n 263 for data on First Floor Kerosene Storage Equipment.

n 253 for data on Cellar Storage Equipment.

ns 22 and 32 for data on First Floor Pumps.

n 37 for data on Small Lubricating Storage Equipment.

n 63 for data on small Battery Storage Equipment.

ns 70 and 82 for data on Paint Oil Storage Equipment

.



Kerosene Storage Systems
For General Store Purposes

BULLETIN No. 80

A

Cut No. 80 (Model F

This Wayne outfit is especially designed for handling kerosene or coal oil in a Gen-
eral Store. It is very inexpensive and will well meet the requirements of the grocer whose
demands in this line are not great.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pnnip Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities
Form 302—3M—(3-22-1(1

Fort \^ avne. Indiana



CUT No. 80

GENERAL DESCRIPTION n
This Wayne system is constructed of metal throughout and is designed for

handHng kerosene in the Grocery or General Store. The pump measures a half-

gallon or quart at a stroke. This pump is set in the tank and is designed to be placed

in the store at any convenient location. The tank is round and very neat in appear-

ance. The outfit provides for storing and handling kerosene in a cleanly manner.

Pump: The pump furnished with this outfit has a maximum capacity of one-

half gallon. It is provided with a stop which will permit the operator to discharge

a quart if desired. A special half-gallon discharge register is a feature of this pump.

The measuring cylinder is made from seamless brass tubing set in solid cast iron

heads. These heads are secured in place by heavy tie bolts. The brass plunger rod is

attached to a double plunger, insuring long service and absolute accuracy. This

pump is fitted with a standard brass foot valve and is constructed in the same

manner as the long-distance model of the same type pump.

Discharge Pipe. The discharge pipe on this pump is I " in diameter and ter- ^
minates in a non-drip nozzle.

Discharge Register: This pump is provided standard with a discharge register,

which records the number of half-gallons pumped up to ten. This device is espe-

cially convenient for filling large cans.

Tank: The tank used in connection with this outfit is cylindrical and is con-

structed of No. 1 6 gauge galvanized sheet steel. The tank is finished in a dark

green enamel, but will be furnished in any color without additional charge, except

white enamel. The tank is carefully riveted and the seams flushed with solder.

Drip Pan: This outfit is furnished with a standard 6" drip pan with wire mat
and cast iron grate.

Float Gauge: The outfit is furnished standard with float gauge, which shows

approximately the quantity of oil in the tank at all times.

Equipment: The standard equipment includes pump, non-drip nozzle, tank, ^r>

discharge register, drip pan with grate and mat and float gauge complete. ^



Storage Systems for Paint Oils,
Varnishes, Etc.

BULLETIN No. 86

Cut No. 82— (Model H)

Paint oil, varnishes, etc., must be kept free from air in order to maintain tliem at their highest efficiency. If they
are stored in barrels or other containers that jiermit the gases to evaporate, tlie oils become congealed and are no
longer serviceable. If you open a barrel in which linseed oil is stored you will find an accumulation of "foots and fats,"
due entirely to evaporation. This is an absolute loss, as there is no way known by which this accumulation can be re-

turned to its original consistency.
The Wayne system illustrated above is absolutely air tight and is guaranteed to handle all of the oils in the paint

oil class in a satisfactory manner.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

3M—4-5-16

Fort ^'avne, Indiana



GEiNERAL DESCRIPTION
Wayne outfits for paint oils, varnishes, etc., are constructed entirely of metal and designed for

handling these liquids in the most approved manner. The system illustrated on the foregoing page

is listed by the Underwriters' Laboratories. The pumps are carefully machined and assembled by
expert workmen. The tanks are made of the best grade galvanized soft tank steel, closelj' riveted

and all seams flushed with solder. They insure clean oil and maintain it at its original consistency.

Pump: The pump illustrated on this outfit will discharge a gallon, half gallon or quart at a

stroke and is known as the ilodel 11, Cut No. 82 long-distance type. It is heavily constructed with

valve, valve seats, plunger rod, stuffing box, nozzles, etc., of solid brass. The pump is furnished stand-

ard with a discharge register which tallies the number of gallons up to ten, and when specially ordered

will be provided with a computer, which will show the charge to make for any fractional part of a gallon.

Each pump will be fitted with a standard lever shut-off nozzle. The type of nozzle will depend upon
the liquids to be handled. Each pump is provided with a heavy bar lock in the handle. While the illus-

tration shows the pumps connected directly to the tank, these pumps may be olf-set if desired. This
means that the pumps may be set at any point in the building and the tanks at the most convenient
place in the cellar or basement.

NOTE: In some instances it is necessary to have a tinned pump or brass parts tinned,

charge is made for this and special attention should be given to the liquids to be handled.

An extra

Drip Pan: Each pump is provided with a standard 12" drip pan fitted with screen and cast iron

grate. The pipe extending from this drip pan to the tank is I14" galvanized. The tank may be filled

through the drip pan if desired.

Manhole: This outfit is furnished with a standard 12" round air-tight manhole. This manhole
consists of a heavy cast iron ring riveted to the top of the tank. The opening for this ring has a rein-

forcing ring on the inside of the tank. The cover is bolted to this ring by means of hexagon headed
cap screws. A reinforced asbestos gasket is used between the faces of the ring and cover. The cover
is guaranteed air tight. In the center of the cover is a 2" opening for fill purposes. This opening is pro-
vided with a heavy threaded bar plug. In addition to this the 2" opening is covered with fine screen
and a 2" galvanized pipe extends from same to bottom of the tank.

Gange: This outfit is provided with a metallic dip gauge calibrated in gallons. This gauge oper-

ates through a special slotted flange.

Tank: The tanks are made from the best grade open-hearth soft tank steel. All seams are care-

fully riveted and flushed with solder. These tanks are all built the same height and length. They vary
in width only to secure the desired capacity. This permits the installation of the tanks in battery form
as illustrated. Each tank is distinctly labeled with the name of the oil which it is designed to handle.

Tank Sizes:

Capacity

1

2

3

Height

28y2"

28%"
28y2"

28%"
28y2"

Width
18"

24"

34"

44"

55"

Length
40"

40"

40"

40"

40"

The standard equipment includes pump and tank complete with lock and discharge register, Type
A nozzle or other suitable nozzle, dip gauge, air-tight manhole, vent, drip pan, cover and tube.

The pump furnished, unless otherwise specified, is the standard long-distance Model H.



Type A Riveted

Heavy Metal Storage Tanks
(Cylindrical)

BULLETIN No. 88

The manufacture of large metal storage tanks has been a considerable factor in our business during
the last ten years. We have quicklj- adopted the latest mechanical principles as they liave proven true.

And, realizing that the majority of tlie tanks we furnish are placed underground, where they are not

easily gotten at, and that the liquid they contain is valuable, we have perhaps been more careful than
necessary that each tank bearing the "Wayne'" label shall give the purchaser satisfactory service ex-

tending over a great many years.

All courses of steel are full lapped and riveted metal to metal. Xo felt, paper, tiller of any kind or

lusting compound used. All seams are machine beveled and carefully caulked by air hammer under 100
pounds pressure, and tested under an air pressure of considerably more than the pressure developed
when the tank is entirely full of liquid. Type A tanks, however, cannot be used in connection with
pressure s.vstems.

The shearing, rolling, punching and riveting are done accurately, with the most improved machinery,
and the finished product is guaranteed oil-tight and free from twists or bends.

All steel plates used in the construction of these tanks conform to the specifications adopted by the
Association of American Steel ^lanufacturers for special open hearth soft steel, having required tencil

strength and elastic limit.

The above method of construction covers all riveted tanks made from 3-16" plate or heavier.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pnnip Company
.Sales Offices in All Large (lilies

Woodstock, Ontario, Canada

Tenth Edition 3M-1-30-17

Fort Wavne. Ind.. U. S. A.



The {olloiviiig tables cover standard tauks. If these dimeusioiis must be chanijed lu meet local conditions
special prices must be obtained.



TYPE "A" (cylindrical) BLACK STEEL TANKS
RANQE IN SIZES ON DIFFERENT CAPACITIES



SOME DETAILS OF WAYNE TANK CONSTRUCTION

MATERIAL: All steel plate used in the construction of the Type "A" tanks con-

forms to the specifications adopted by the American Association of Steel Manufacturers

for special open-hearth soft steel, having an ultimate strength of from 45,000 to 55,000

pounds per square inch, an elastic limit of not less than one-half of its ultimate strength,

and with an elongation capable of bending flat on itself without fracture on the outside of

the bent portion, all plates to be full thickness over their entire surface.

RIVETING: The spacing of rivets is a detail that is given careful attention in the

construction of Wayne tanks. Proper spacing means rivets placed close enough to give

the maximum of strength without w^eakening the ultimate strength of the shell. Usually

sixty per cent, ultimate strength is the maximum required by specifications. Wayne tanks

are figured with an additional safety factor according to size and dimension, usually 20%.
All rivet holes are machine spaced and punched by special gang tool, after plate is

formed, avoiding drawn rivet holes, and when sheets are clamped together the holes are

straight and true to each other, making it possible to use a rivet of uniform diameter, which

completely fills the hole and gives an even, solid bearing for the rivet head. Rivets for the

lighter gauge tanks are cold driven, under an air pressure of one hundred pounds per square

inch. On the heavier guage tanks the rivets are hot driven.

CAULKING AND TESTING: All plates entering into the construction of Wayne
tanks are machine beveled for convenience of caulking. When the tank is completed, air

pressure is applied (considerably more pressure than the tank w^ill develop when full of

liquid), and all seams are caulked by air ham Tier, under one hundred pounds pressure per

square inch.

MANHOLE AND FLANGES: A standard 10" X 16" manhole is provided with all

tanks of 1 ,500 gallons capacity and larger. The manhole consists of a heavy cast iron saddle,

riveted to the shell of the tank and machined to receive gasket and machine-faced, bolted

cover. The manhole is w^ater-tight and evaporation-proof, and yet it can be quickly removed

for cleaning tank w^hen desired. The flanges are long thread malleable iron and riveted to

the shell of the tank.

You will note by reference to page 1 that the flanges and manhole are at one end

of the tank. This has been found more convenient and simplifies the installation. Should

you at any time wish to examine the tank connections, if the tank be placed underground, it

is only necessary to dig one hole. Our customers sometimes desire to build a box around

these pipe connections, in which event this arrangement is found more convenient and
less costly.

The position of manhole and flanges can be placed special to suit, if desired.

PAINTING: Each tank after testing is thoroughly cleaned of any dirt or scale and

given two coats of heavy rust resisting paint (brushed on, not dipped).

See Bulletin, Black Steel Tanks, for general information regarding tanks and tank

installations.

See Bulletin 86 for Welded Cylindrical Tanks, Bulletin 87 for Welded Rectangular

Tanks, Bulletin 89 for Riveted Rectangular Tanks.

WAYNE TANKS ARE GUARANTEED TWO YEARS



Typo S Riveted

Rectangular Heavy Metal
Storage Tanks

For the SL.raL'eof

LUBRICATING, CRUDE AND PAINT OILS, LIGHT PAINT, CUTTING OILS

KEROSENE AND OTHER NON-VOLATILE LIQUIDS

BULLETIN No. 89

The methods employed in the construction of heavy metal storage tanks have j'undergone

considerable change in the last few years. This is especially so with the square, or rectangular, shaped

tanks, the service of which depends entirely upon the equipment used, metal employed and the care exer-

cised in their manufacture.

Breaking or bending the corners to exact alignment, shearing and punching so that in assembling the

rivet holes come true to each other, allowing the use of rivets of uniform diameter but slightly smaller than

the rivet holes, internal bracing of the larger size tanks mechanically figured so as to distribute the strain

evenly^over the entire surface, preventing bulging or swelling when the tanks are filled with liquid— is under

the'direct supervision of a competent engineer who is thoroughly impressed with the Wayne idea that the

selling price must not influence the construction or material employed in manufacturing the product.

Wayne Oil Tank ^ Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

Woodstock, Ontario, Canada Fort Wayne, Indiana, U. S. A.

10TH EDITION—2M— 10-15-1



The following table on Type S tanks gives several different sizes on each capacity from

500 to 14,000 gallons. The sizes given in black type are standard tanks, upon which we

are usually able to give very prompt shipment and should be sold in preference to sizes shown

in light type which require special size plates to construct and may cause delay in shipment.

All sizes given in this table are figured on using stock plates with a minimum of waste.

If different sizes are necessary to meet local conditions, special prices must be obtained.

Each Type S tank is fitted with a 10x16 bolted machine-faced manhole with air-tight

gasket, 1-3" flange for fill, 1-3" flange for suction, I-P4" flange for vent, 1-^2" flange for

indicator.

RATED



All Riveted Rectangular Black Steel

Tanks manufactured by this Company are
designated as Type "S" to distinguish them
from the Type "A" Cylindrical, or the Type
"D" Hopper Bottom.

Material.- All steel plate used in the
construction of the Type "S" tanks con-
forms to the specifications adopted by the
American Association of Steel Manufac-
turers for special open-hearth soft steel,

having an ultimate strength of from 45,000
to 55,000 pounds per square inch, an elastic

limit of not less than one-half of its ultimate
strength, and with an elongation capable
of bending fiat on itself without fracture on
the outside of the bent portion, all plates to

be full thickness over their entire surface.

Construction.— All courses of steel shall

be full lapped and riveted metal to metal,

no felt, paper, filler of any kind or rusting

compound used. All seams are beveled and
carefully caulked by air hammer under 100

pounds pressure. All rivet holes are ma-
chine spaced and punched by special gang
tool, insuring accurate fit of rivets.

Testing.—All tanks will be tested under
hydrostatic pressure and guaranteed to hold
safely the liquid for which they are de-

signed.

Sectional view of Type "S" tank showing
two exclusive Wayne features which have
now become common practice on all prom-
inent oil-house installations.

Upsetting the bottom allows an even
bearing on the floor over its entire surface.

This method of construction does away
with rest plates, the sagging of bottom when
tank is full of liquid or when it is necessary
to walk on the bottom in cleaning, all of

which directly tend to weaken the tank at

the seams, causing leakage.

Top and bottom flanged outside of

shell not only prevents the shell from bulg-

ing, causing leakage where bottom and
shell join, but puts all seams on the outside

where they can be easily examined and
caulked, if necessary, without emptying the

tank and breaking pipe connection on the

tank, or without moving the tank. With
the old method, where bottom was inverted,

the seams which must necessarily be on the

inside, could not be examined, the tank
could not be caulked on the bottom seam
without breaking all pipe connections, which
meant emptying the tank and lifting it up
to enable it to be caulked from underneath
—almost an impossible task and a very ex-

pensive job.

All corners are oxy-acetylene welded, thus
strengthening the tank and making a clean,

even corner of 100 per cent, efficiency.

This cut shows more clearly the upset

bottom, with bevel edge, making caulking

a simple operation, if necessary, joining of

shell and bottom, showing clearly the con-

struction of this joint, rivets, etc.

Mechanically and Practically Correct.

The above method of construction is

pronounced mechanically correc!: by au-

thorities on the subject of the manufacture
of heavy storage tanks.

Practically correct by almost every prom-
inent railroad and factory oil-house in-

stallation of the present day embodying
this method of construction in its speci-

fications.

Tank of special shape to suit special con-

ditions.
Page 3



howing group of Type "S' Wayne Tanks installed in the plant of the Hanna Paint Company. Columbus. Ohio, in 191 1

shed and installed by us consisted of 28 tanks. 28 direct connected electrically driven power pumps. 9 hand pumps, and mii

in? 12 cars to hindle.

DATA ON TYPE "S" WAYNE TANKS

Dimensions given are inside. Add three inches to length and width and four inches to height for

over all dimensions. In ordering Type "S" Tanks to be used in finished building, be careful that

smallest opening tank must go through will admit size tank ordered.

Type "S" tanks can be made special shape or of heavier gauge material to suit any local condition

and can be arranged with 6-inch clean-out on side near bottom. Steam coils. Agitators, either hand or

power. Special openings for pump or draw-off.

Type "S" tanks should be set perfectly level on concrete, brick, stone or wood foundation and there

should be at least 16 inches working or head room to properly admit pipe work.

Rectangular tanks should be at least 16 inches apart, to provide room to inspect or caulk should it

ever be necessary.

Underground tanks (tanks buried in the ground) unless local conditions prohibit. A cylindrical tank

should be used in preference to a rectangular tank.

Tanks to be placed in basement, vault or oil-house. The rectangular tank should be used in pref-

erence to a cylindrical, as they will require less room, allowing a considerably smaller oil-house, and can be

much more easily arranged and installed at less cost on account of the saddles which are necessary in

placing a cylindrical tank in a vault or oil-house.

These tanks are not suitable to use in connection with Air or Hydraulic Pressure System.

Our Engineering Department will be glad to assist in planning the most economical way to solve your

oil storage problems. Our twenty-five years of experience will be of service to you and there will be no

obligation on your part.

See Bulletin 88 for data on Cylindrical Tanks.

See Bulletin 330 for data on Tank Indicators.

See Bulletin 3 1 for data on Power Pumps.

See Bulletin 268 for data on High-Lift Pump.

See Bulletin 218 for data on High Lift Counter Balance
Pump.

See Bulletins 22 and 32 for data on First Floor Pump.

See Bulletins 37 and 63 for data on small Lubricating Oil

Storage Tanks.

See Bulletin 100 for data on Filling Devices.

See Bulletin 54 for data on Factory Installations.

Page 4



Pump Head with Meter
BULLETIN No. 90

(ul No. 'ID

100,000 Gallon Meier

This meter may be used on any pump having a capacity oF one gallon or more. It will record

any quantity passing through the pump and keep an accurate record of it up to 100.000 gallons. It

is a compensating meter and may be adjusted to take care of any changes in the length of the pump

stroke.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Lar^e Cities

2M-7-17-1G

Fort Wayne, Indiana



GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Wayne meter is made throughout of white metal and brass.

The principal working parts are all die castings w^hich insure absolute

precision and accuracy. The meter is attached to the pump as illus-

trated on first page. This method of attaching permits a slight adjust-

ment in the meter which may be necessary in case the pump stroke

is changed.

This meter is easily read and keeps a record of the quantity pass-

ing through the pump in quarts. This is not a standard part of the

pump and when ordered is charged for extra.

The meter w^ill record any quantity regardless of its size. Every
drop of liquid which passes through the discharge nozzle is accurately

recorded on the meter.

The compensating feature of this meter is a distinctive Wayne
idea and eliminates the usual slight inaccuracies found in such devices.

L



BULLETIN No. 95

Gasoline, Paint and Lubricating Oil

Storage

Storing, handling and selling paint and lubricating oils is today

as much of a science as is the manufacture of these oils.

The up-to-date dealer should realize the fact that each drop of

evaporated, dirty or spilt oil is a loss of profit to himself. Just how
to acquaint the dealer with these essential facts is made self-evident

from absolute facts and figures as show^n on the opposite page.

To eliminate evaporation, dirt, spillage, fire danger, absorption,

incorrect measurement, loss of labor, loss of space, incomplete draw-

ing of barrel contents and finally the loss of the barrels themselves,

there is but one logical solution. The self-measuring, air-tight, fire-

proof, compact, speedy and easily operated pump and tank solves

the problem in a clean, inexpensive and profitable manner.

The installation of either the first floor or long-distance pump
and tank guarantees to the purchaser a method of storage, handling

and selling oils wth absolute safety, perfect measurement, greatest

speed, least labor, practically no spillage or evaporation and requir-

ing minimum floor space. The proof of any and all of these state-

ments is so evident, when a careful study of fundamental costs and

selling prices are considered, as to make lengthy explanation un-

necessary.

Read and study the figures on the next page carefully; they

will prove excellent sales arguments.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities Fort W^ayne, Indiana



Cost, Selling Price, Volume Handled and Profit

Paint and Lubricating Oils

Name of

Oil



Discharge Nozzles and Accessories
FOR

GASOLINE, NAPTHA. LUBRICATING AND PAINT OILS, RUBBER
CEMENT, PAINTS, ETC.

BULLETIN No. 97

THE TYPE "A" Stationary Nozzle with lever shut-off is commonly used on pumps with rigid dis-

charge, such as Cuts 22 and 32. It is of the anti-drip pattern. Made of brass throughout, heavily nickel-

plated, strong and liberally proportioned. Furnished in -^4". 1" and 1^4" with standard iron pipe thread.

Wayne Oil Tank and Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large (lilies

Woodstock, Ontario, Canada Fort Wavne, Indiana, L . S. A.

10th Edition—2M-12-1-16



The Type "B" Two way Nozzle, with lever shut-off. To be

used in connection with the Type "A" nozzle where the pump is

equipped with stationary draw-off and arranged to deliver liquid

through hose to automobile or storage tank. Built of brass through-

out, heavily nickel-plated and arranged with standard iron pipe

thread on each end and hose coupling thread on the side.

Standard size:

^4" all around.
1 " all around.

I"xl" iron pipe thread, •^4"hose thread.

1 14" all around.

(iQrillC^^l

The "A"
standard.

and 'B" Combination as furnished

The Type "C" Portable Nozzle with lever shut-off. To be used

for attaching to hose and delivering liquid to automobiles or storage

tanks. Of the anti-drip variety. Liberally proportioned. Built

entirely of brass, heavily nickel-plated, with long bib, allowing it to be

inserted in the gasoline tank when filling the automobile, preventing

splashing or spilling and enabling the gasoline to be discharged

directly into the car. The bib is equipped with a fine mesh screen

strainer, which prevents particles of foreign matter getting into the

tank.

Standard size, '^4", 1" and 1,14".

Standard hose thread.



i)

The Type "D" Nozzle. Furnished on standard equip-

ment, such as Cuts 37, 63 and 24. Built of brass throughout

and heavily nickel plated. Arranged with standard iron

pipe thread. Furnished in i o" and -'4" sizes only.

b)

The Type "F" Nozzle. Furnished on standard Cut 39

Bench Tank. Built of brass throughout and heavily nickel-

plated. Arranged with standard iron pipe thread, •'' 1" only.

You will note that this Type "F" nozzle is equipped with

slip reducer, enabling small neck bottles or cans to be filled

without spilling.

I)

The Type "E" Nozzle. Furnished on standard Cut 73.

This nozzle was designed principally for use in handling

rubber cement, glue, paste or very heavy, stringy oil. Built

of brass throughout and heavily nickel-plated. Fitted with

standard iron pipe thread, 3^" and I".



Hose Tube Type "G". Designed for use on end of hose for insertion

into automobile tank or special vessel of any kind. Has extra long tip,

preventing splashing or spilling of liquid when filling through curved or

special shape fill pipes. Made of brass throughout and heavily nickel-

plated. Equipped with fine mesh screen strainer and fitted with stan-

dard hose thread, size -^4", I
" and 1^4".

Wayne Overhead Drain Valve. Cut designed for use in connection

with hose for filling tank of automobile quickly and cor-rectly and, at the

same time, to allow the hose to thoroughly drain after each pumping opera-

tion. It will double the life of the gasoline hose. Its mechanism consists

of special copper float which closes when the pump is in operation and re-

leases immediately when pumping ceases. Made in ^4" hose thread, ^4"

iron pipe thread.

^4" hose thread, I" iron pipe thread, 1" hose thread, -'4" iron pipe

thread.



Globes for Gasoline Curb Pumps
BULLETIN No. 101

This shows a reproduction of the standard globe for curb pumps. Unless specifi-

cations to the contrary are written on the order, this globe will be furnished. No extra

charge will be made for furnishing any of the globes shown in this bulletin.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities Fort Wayne, ludiana



Santa pB

Santa Fe Trail

—

This globe shows a repro-

duction of the road marker

for the Santa Fe Trail, and

should be used only on

pumps that are used di-

rectly on the Santa Fe Trail.

The design and lettering

are cut into the globe. The
coloring is done with special

enamel and then baked,

making it permanent.

Lincoln Highway—

The globe opposite shows

a reproduction of the road

marker used to designate

the Lincoln Highway. This

globe may be used only on

pumps that are situated di-

rectly on the Lincoln High-

way.

The lettering and design

are cut into the glass. The
coloring is baked enamel.

This sign will neither fade

or efface.



Yellowstone Trail

—

This globe shows a repro-

duction of the Yellowstone

Trail road marker. It may
be used on pumps located

on the Yellowstone Trail.

The lettering and design

are cut into the globe and
then enameled. The colors

are permanent.

Note.—Where the globes

of special design are used,

a similar design should be

reproduced on the sides of

the pump housing. An
extra charge is made for

this design on the housing.

(See foot note on price

sheets coveringcurb pumps.)

The globes shown in this

bulletin are the only ones

that will be furnished. Do
not specify specially hand-
lettered globes, as they will

not be provided.

Dixie Highway

—

This globe shows a repro-

duction of the road marker
for the Dixie Highway, and
should be used only on

pumps located on the Dixie

Highway.

The lettering and color-

ing are done the same as on
the other globes.



Pumps With Special Road Si^ns
afford an unusually attractive means of advertising in addition to giving you the latest

method of storing and selling gasoline. The illustrations given below show how these

pumps can be made to serve this double purpose. While the specially hand lettered and
painted design on the housing is charged for at a nominal extra cost, it more than pays
for itself.

c

GAS^INE

LINC(

HIGH^

These pumps with special road signs

should never be used unless the purchaser's

place of business is located directly on the

highway designated by the sign used.

Special Features! These Wayne pumps
are patented, and embody a number of

special features that are sbsolutely necessary

to provide the best service. Note carefully

the big clock dial register. (See also Bulle-

tins Nos. 280 and 282.) This register counts

each gallon pumped, and is in plain view of

the customer. It satisfies him that he is

getting what he is paying for. The computer
shows the fractional parts of gallons pumped,
and avoids errors in this respect.

The telescoping housing is a distinct

advantage, as it requires no more room when
the pump IS open than when it is closed. A'o

doors to swing out over the curb line to get

brolien off.

The meter keeps a continuous record of

all gasoline pumped, and affords an accurate

accounting to the owner on sales made.

The filter used in connection with this

pump is the latest type, and will remove all

water and other foreign substances.

Every cast iron part of this pump that

comes in contact with the liquid is galvan-

ized. Every part of the pump, tank and
suction line that comes in contact with the

liquid is either brass or galvanized metal,

making the entire line rust-proof.

Note carefully all of these special advan-
tages afforded by Wayne equipment, and
compare them when you are ready to buy a

storage system.

Santa fe;

\B^

c

SantaB c



Portable Gasoline Storage System
BLLI.ETIN No. 216

(ill No. 216

This Wayne Portable Outfit facilitates the filling of cars and eliminates the necessity

of maneuvering them. It may be used either in the garage or at the curb.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

Form 250—3M—6-22-16

P'orl Wavne, Indiana



Cut No. 216

General Description

The tank of this Wayne Portable is constructed of 3-16" steel plate, with all seams oxy-aeetyline

welded. The wheels are attached directly to the tank, and the axles to which the wheels are attached

are welded and made a part of the tank. A heavy stiffener or sjjreader is used on the inside to eliminate

the strain on the sides of the tank which would ordinarily result without the use of this stiffener. The

tank is mounted on rubber tired steel wheels, roller bearing. The two guide wheels in front are made of

fiber and are noiseless. The tank is provided witli handles in rear and a brake which will permit you

to hold the outfit rigidly at any point.

DETAILS

WHEELS: The wheels used with tliis outfit are made from steel stampings, riveted, and are pro-

vided witli roller bearings. Each wheel is fitted with a heavy rubber cushion tire. These large wheels

are attached to the tank in such a manner that the weight is carefully adjusted, which assists uia

terially in eliminating the excess effort usually required for propelling a device of this kiiul. Two
small fiber guide wheels are used in front, each provided with a swivel.

BRAKES: The large wheels used on this outfit are provided with steel brakes, which are operated

with a lever placed conveniently near the rear handle. Attached to and made a part of this brake are

two malleable iron castings which serve as supports when the tank is at rest.

GAUGE: This tank is provided with a Magnetic Float Gauge, which indicates the amount of gaso

line in the tank at any time. The dial which shows the reading of the gauge is amply protected against

damage.

AUTOGRAPH REGISTER: When specially ordered, this outfit will be furnished with a nickel-

Iihited triplicate Aiitogi-ajili Register, which affords an excellent means for recording all sales.

FILL PIPE : The fill pipe used in connection with this extends from the top of the tank to within an

inch of tlie bottom and is IV4" in diameter. It is fitted with a double screen strainer. The upper strainer

is cone-shaped and removable. It is so constructed to give ample space for releasing the air when filling,

which permits a free flow of gasoline. The upper end of this fill pipe is provided with a polished brass

cap and a vented closing plug. The fill cap and pipe locks.

PUMP: The pump used with this outfit is our standard first floor Model II, similar to that de-

scribed in Bulletin No. 52. It will be provided standard, with a discharge register, locking device, two-

way nozzle, seven feet of special gasoline hose and a filling nozzle. Tlie discharge register automati-

cally records the number of gallons pumped up to ten. The two-way nozzle permits the operator to

discharge gasoline tlirough the liose into the car or into a can.

SPECIAL GASOLINE HOSE: The hose supplied with this outfit is of superior quality and will

give excellent service. It has a canvas lining on the inside and a special spiral distention spring. This

arrangement permits the operator to discharge the gasoline directl.y into the reservoir of the automobile.

TANK: The tank furnished with this outfit is made of the best grade 3-16" tank steel. All seams

are oxy-acetyline welded, and it has a capacity of 50 gallons.

FINISH: The outfit is given three coats of mineral i)aint ;ind is finished in a red enamel.

DIMENSIONS: (Approximate)

Length (I'l'oiit to back) over all, 42 inches.

Width over all, 32 inches.

Height over all, 64 inches.

EQUIPMENT: The standard equipment includes the following: Tank complete. Magnetic Float

Gauge, Fill l'ii)e, Seven Feet of Special Gasoline Hose, Two-way Nozzle, Filling Nozzle and Discharge

Register, also locks for tlie ]unn]i and the fill pipe.



Hi^li Lift Heavy Duty Counter-
balanced Gasoline or Oil Pump

Bulletin No. 218

('ill 218 l*iiiii|>

High lift heavy duty counterbalanced gallon pump for handling gasoline and oil

where the vertical lift is more than fifty-five feet.

Wayne Oil Tank and Pump Company
Sales Offices in All I>ari;e (lilies

Woodstock. Ontario, Canada
lOth Edition-2M-l-l-l7

Fort Wayne. Indiana. I . S. A.
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USES AND ADVANTAGES

The Cut 218 heavy duty counterbahmced gallon

]iump is designed to lift gasoline, light or heavy

liodied oils where the vertical lift is over 55 feet.

If the hft is under 55 ft., use our Cut 268 or if

under 14 ft. use our Cut 22 or 32 pump.

In factories, mills and garages this equipment

will he found the most economical way to deliver

liciuids from storage tanks located in basements

and above or below ground tanks adjacent to

building, saving time necessary to go to and from

a central oil storage tank.

Almost every factory presents varying con-

ditions. One rule, however, will serve to guide

all installations of the Cut 218 pump, and where

this is correctly established the flexibility of the

equipment will allow it to be successfully installed

to meet almost any condition.

Theory and Practice have demonstrated

that the suction cylinder of a pump intended

for handling gasoline cannot be placed more

than 12 feet vertically above the bottom of the

tank it draws liquid from. For Lubricating and

heavy body oils, 16 to 18 feet. In the high lift

pump, such as Cut 218, this is accomplished by

using a detached cylinder, which is connected to

the pump by means of a plunger rod and riser

pipe as shown on first page.

The vertical distance between drop cylinder

and bottom of tank cannot be more than 12 feet

for gasoline, and 18 feet for oil, but the horizontal

distance between tank and cylinder may be any

reasonable distance, many pumps being in suc-

cessful operation up to 300 feet. The drop cylin-

der can be set on basement, first floor, or if neces-

sary to come within the vertical maximum limit

can be set in a pit underneath the floor; but the

cylinder must always be in a direct plumb line

underneath the pump, on account of the suction

rod that runs up through the riser pipe. (See

typical installation, page No. 4.)

Connecting more than one pump to the same

tank is perfectly feasible, but this must be done

])\ running a separate suction line from each

pump back to the tank and each suction Hne

must be fitted with a foot valve. It is therefore

necessary to have a separate flange in the tank

for each pump.

Where we furnish the pump only, the tank be-

ing already installed or bought elsewhere, it must

have a 3" flange to admit our standard 1J4" foot

valve. If this is impractical, it will be necessary

to use a vertical line valve, which is furnished in

place of the standard foot valve when specified,

without additional charge.

Page Two

STANDARD EQUIPMENT ON CUT 218
PUMP

PUMP HEAD: The pump head, or pump
proper, is made of heavy cast iron and steel-

The suction rod running from the pump to the

drop cylinder (usually located on the first floor)

is connected by means of couplings and jam nuts-

The pump, being equipped with expansion cham-
ber, provides room for the expansion of the liquid

in the cylinder due to the changes in temperature

which insures correct measurement of pints,

quarts, half-gallons and gallons.

Expansion of Air (Jiamber: A hollow ball

at the top of the pump provides room for the ex-

pansion of liquids in the cylinder due to the

changes in temperature and is necessary to in-

sure correct measurement.

Discharge Register: Automatically tallies the

number of gallons pumped up to ten and then

repeats. Avoids mistakes in filling large vessels

and provides a check should operator be called

away before finishing his work.

Counterbalance Weight to equalize the com-

bined weight of the Suction Rod and liquid in the

riser pipe necessary to reduce the power recjuired

to operate the pump.
Quantity Scale with pointer, to draw inter-

mediate quantities and fill odd size containers.

Pump Locks: A tumbler lock is built in the

head of the pump, provided with two keys, and

only those in possession of keys can operate the

pum]^.

Quantity Stops: An accurate pint, quart,

half-gallon or gallon can be pumped at the will

of the operator, by simply moving the quantity

lever to the required amount.

Anti-Drip Nozzle Type A With Lever Shut-
ofF is provided with this pump. It instantly

stops the flow of liciuid when pumping ceases.

Foot Valves: A standard equipment with this

pump, a IH" Waj^ne double brass foot valve is

furnished, having carefully ground seats eff'ec-

tually holding the liquid in the suction line, keep-

ing it full at all times, assuring correct measure-

ment of the pump.
Riser Pipe (from drop cylinder to pump) is 2"

galvanized (for any liquid). The plunger rod

runs up through this pipe—55 ft. of galvanized

riser pipe—and plunger rod with jam nut is fur-

nished standard with each pump. Cost each ad-

ditional foot, see price sheet.

Pipe Compound: A can of litharge and
glycerine— (insolul)le in gasoline or oil) to^use on
making joints of pipe tight—is furnished with

each pump. It quickly sets and when properly

used the pipeline will never cause trouble from
leakage.

Drip Pan: 12 in. iliameter, with mat, is fur-

nished without extra cost when equipment is in-

tended for oil.



DISCHARGE
REGISTER

COUNTER
BALANCE -

WEIOMT

SER PIPE
DROP

CYLINDER

SUCTION ROD

iMcasuring cylinder: The detached meas-

uring cyHnder is made of 12-gauge seamless

brass tuliing, fitted with solid heads and pro-

tected by four ,^2" steel tie rods. It is fitted

\\'ith adjustable pedestal, simplifying its in-

stallation.

Your attention is called to the emergency

drain which is made a part of this drop cylin-

der. It allows the liquid to be drawn without

waste from the Riser pipe should any repair or

adjusting ever be necessary.

Cut 218 Puinp Accessories

The following accessories are furnished at

e-xtra cost, and. while not absolutely neeessar\-

to the operation of the pump, increase its con-

\ ciiience and usefulness.

Meter (Bulletin 99) is furnished, when
wanted. It keeps an accurate and continu-

ous record of the liquid pumped up to 100,00(1

gallons and then repeats. Convenient for

daily or monthly invoicing. Sealed and can-

not be tampered with.

Nozzle Gasoline Filter—Cut 47 (Bulletin

47). If the pump is used for gasoline, it is

well to attach the gasoline filter. It will elim-

inate any water and dirt that may be in the

liquid and can be easily and quickly cleaned.

Two-way Nozzle. Automatic Hose

Draining Valve and Portable Hose and
Hose Tube can be attached to any Cut 21S

pump, making it possible to discharge the

Hquid directly into vat or mi.xing tank in fac-

tory. The pump discharge can be fitted with

two-way nozzle and may be connected to iron

pipe running to place of discharge or may be

fitted with hose and hose tube. (Bulletin 97)

Suction Pipe from tank to drop cylinder is

standard II2" or 2" galvanized pipe. 2"

recommended for heavy liquids. Price per

foot, see price sheet. Mention size wanted

—

either I'o" or 2". Thisjpipe islstandard gal-

vanized and can be bought from \our local

dealer.

Measuring (Cylinder

MODEL iL PUMP -CUT 218

WAYNE OIL TANK*~o PUMP CO
rORT

E'lfirafton

The suction pipe (pipe

We recommend 2

lubricating oils.

Installation Plans of Pump Head and Drop Cylinder

of Cut 218 Pump. Showing Distance Pump Should

Be Set From Vi all. Etc.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING: In ordering

this equipment, it is absolutely necessary to give the exact

distance l^etween top of floor which the pump is set on

and the floor, or foundation, that drop cylinder is set on.

To find cost of riser pipe (pipe from drop cylinder to

pump) necessary deduct 55 feet, which is furnished with

each outfit without extra cost (see price sheet), and com-

pute balance according to price per foot given in price

book,

from tank to drop cylinder I'can'Jje furnished at extra cost (see pric

for heavy oils, such as cylinder oil. varnishes, linseeds, etc.. and 1

1

heet) or bought locally,

for kerosene, gasoline, or light
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A TYPICAL INSTALLATIOrS sliowins undcru-nniiid cA-liiidi-ical tanks foi- one grade oi gasoline

and one grade of linseed oil.

You will notice that Cut 218 counterbalance inini]5 delivers on the sixth fioor of the building when
liquid is used—saving time, labor and expense.

Our Engineering Department will be glad to assist in planning the most economical waj^ to solve

your oil storage problems. Our twenty-five years of experience will be of service to you and there will

be no obligation on your part.

See Bulletin 89 for data on Rectangular Tanks.

See Bulletin 88 for data on Cylindrical Tanks.

See Bulletin 268 for data on High Lift Pump.
See Bulletins 22 and 32 for data on Long Distance Pumps.

Sec Bulletins 37 and 63 for data on small Lubricating Storage Tanks.

See Bulletins 70 and 82 for data on small Paint Oil Storage Tanks.



Portable Wheel Tank
FOR THE STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION OF GASOLINE AND

LUBRICATING OIL

BULLETIN No. 22.{

iTAMJARI) CI T 223 IMtRTABLE W MKKL TANK

Consists of 50 gallon gasoline tank fitted with gallon pump and 10-gallon lubricating

compartment fitted with pint pump.

Wayne Oil Tank and Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large (lilies

Woodstock. Ontario. Canada Fort Wayne, Indiana, L. S. A.



USES AND ADVANTAGES
The Cut 223 Portable Wheel Tank will

be found very convenient for the distribu-

tion of gasoline and oil at the curb or

throughout the garage.

Equipped with large rubber tired wheels,

properly balancing the equipment, it can
easily be moved about and will save con-

siderable time for the user.

UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES, INC.
INSPECTED

PORTABLE TANK FOR HAZARDOUS FLUIDS.

No.m^^^^BH
DO NOT FILL FROM OPEN VESSELS. STORE TANK WHERE
IT MAY BE RUN OUTSIDE QUICKLY IN CASE OF FIRE.
AVOID SPILLING OR EXPOSURE OF CONTENTS. KEEP
TANK AWAY FROM RADIATORS OR OTHER SOURCES
OF HEAT. USE NO OPEN FLAME IN VICINITY.

This equipment is built to conform with

that measure of safety prescribed by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters
and is labeled under their supervision when
used for volatile liquids, such as gasoline

and naptha.

Wheels: The wheels used with this

outfit are constructed of steel plate, thor-

oughly riveted, and provided with steel

brakes which are operated with a lever

placed conveniently near the rear handle.

Attached to and made part of this brake
are two malleable iron castings which serve

as a support when the tank is at rest. The
large wheels, equipped with Hyatt roller

bearings, are attached to the tank in

such manner that the weight is carefully

adjusted which assists materially in elimi-

nating the excess effort usually required for

propelling a device of this kind. Two
small fibre guide wheels are used in front,

to more easily guide the equipment.

Gauge: This tank is provided with a
Magnetic Float Gauge, which indicates the

amount of gasoline in the tank at any time.

The dial which shows the reading of the

gauge is amply protected against damage.

Fill Pipe: The fill pipe on the large

tanks extends from the tip of the tank to

within an inch of the bottom and is 1^4"

in diameter. It is fitted with a double
screen strainer. The upper strainer is cone-
shaped and removable. It is so con-
structed to give ample space for releasing

the air when filling, which permits a free

flow of gasoline. The upper end of this fill

pipe is provided with a polished brass cap
and a vented closing plug. The fill cap
and pipe lock.

Filling the small, or lubricating tank, is

accomplished through a special fill flange

and cap as shown in cut.

Pumps: The pump used on the large

tank is our standard "Model H" one gallon

per stroke, measuring gallons, half-gallons,

quarts or pints, at the will of the operator.

It will be provided standard with a dis-

charge register, locking device, two-way
nozzle, 7 feet of special gasoline hose and
filling nozzle.

The lubricating tank is fitted with our
standard pint per stroke pump and drip

tube as shown in cut, making the equip-

ment practically dust-proof.

Special Gasoline Hose: The hose sup-

plied with the gallon pump is of superior

quality and will give excellent service. It

has a canvas lining on the inside and a

special spiral distention spring. This ar-

rangement permits the operator to dis-

charge the gasoline directly into the reser-

voir of the automobile.

Tank: The large tank is made of the

best grade 3-16" black steel, all seams oxy-

acetyline welded, having a capacity of 50

gallons. The small tank is built of 3-16"

black steel, all seams are oxy-acetyline

welded, and has a capacity of 10 gallons.

Finish: The outfit is given three coats

of mineral paint. Tanks are finished in

red and green. Pumps are finished in

black and red with nickel trimmings.

Dimensions: (Approximate) Length
(front to back) over all, 42 inches, width
over all, 32 inches, height over all, 64

inches.

Equipment: The standard equipment
includes the following: Tank complete.

Magnetic Float Gauge, Fill Pipe, 7 feet of

Special Gasoline Hose, Two-way Nozzle,

Filling Nozzle and Discharge Register,

Locks for pump and Fill Tube on the large

tank. On the small tank, (pint pump)
Drip Pan and Tube, special Filling Flange

with Cap and Locks for Pump.



Portable Wheel Tank
—FOR THE—

STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION OF LIBRICATING OILS AND LIKE LIQUIDS

HI IJ.KTIN No. 22i

Standard Cut 224—Portable Wheel Tank

This equipment is used extensively for distributing liquids in garages, factories and
mills. It will be found very convenient for filling cars at the curb or in the garage. Capac-
ity 65 gallons. Equipped standard with quart pump.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales OflTu't's in All Larsjc Cities

Woodstock, Ontario, Canada Fort Wayne, Indiana, U. S. A.

I-EDITION---2M- 3-1-17



The Cut 224 Wheel Tank will be found a

necessity in Garages where oil is measured and de-

livered in small quantities to cars. 1 1 can be readily

moved from place to place, doing away with the

carrying of oil in measures.

Placed at the curb, its attractive appearance

and convenience will sell many gallons of oil that

would otherwise not be thought of or would be

bought elsewhere.

Many factories use this equipment for deliv-

ering cutting oil and compounds to automatic ma-
chines. It will measure the liquid correctly to each

machine, there will be no waste, and the untidy

condition due to spillage existing around machine
tools will be entirely eliminated.

Equipped Standard with quart pump. Can
be fitted with meter, making it possible to keep an
exact account of all oil delivered. Its capacity of

65 gallons allows a full barrel to be put into the

tank at one time and does away with the necessity

of providing reserve storage. The pump being

equipped with anti-drip nozzle, the outfit can be

kept clean, and the drip-tube closing over the

nozzle when the pump is not in use makes the

equipment practically dust-proof, keeping the oil

pure and free from grit.

The Cut 224 Standard Equipment consists of the following;

Tank. 65 gallons capacity.

Pump. Quart. Self-measuring (half-pints, pints or quarts)

with padlock and two keys.

Drip Pan. With hinged cover and drip-tube with padlock

and two keys.

Nozzle. Anti-drip. Type D.

Gauge. Standard Dip.

Wheels. 30" diameter. Guide wheel 6" diameter.

Axle. 1 '4". Steel. Running entirely through the tank,

with machined bearings and steel hub caps.

Finish. Tank, dark green enamel. Pump, black enamel,
with nickel trimmings.

The Tank is built of heavy gauge steel, welded
throughout, forming a solid container (no seams)
which insures the equipment against leakage.

The Pump is our standard quart per stroke,

which correctly measures half-pints, pints or

quarts by simply turning the quantity stop to its

proper position, is fitted with seamless brass
cylinder, brass valve and valve strainer, anti-drip

nozzle, and padlock so that oil cannot be drawn
by unauthorized persons.

Drip Tube. 6". Hinged. With pan, strain-

er, padlock and two keys. Arranged to fit closely

over discharge nozzle when pump is not in use,

practically eliminating dust and dirt.

Graduated Gauge Stick furnished with each
equipment to tell approximately the contents of the
tank. Equipment properly balanced, with large,

wide tire wheels to enable the tank to be moved
about easily. Constructed to withstand hard
usage.

Accessories

Meter. For quart, half-gallon or gallon pump.

Transfer Pump. Cut No. 14 for transferring

liquid from barrel to tank.

Variation from Standard

The equipment is standard with quart pump but can be
furnished with half-gallon or gallon pump.

Equipment
than 65 gallons.

not be furnished in any other capacity

Dimensions Over All. Height 40", width 32", length 46".

Page 2



Storage Systems for Oils and Gasoline
BULLETIN No. 85

Cut No. 232— (Model El

The illustration above shows a twin installation of the Model E, Cut No. 32 pumps. One
of these is designed for gasoline and one for kerosene. This arrangement is ideal for the

grocery store or other place of business where both kerosene and gasoline are handled.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in AH Large Cities F"""! V> aviie. Indiana

3M-4-28-16



GENERAL DESCRIPTION

These pumps are the long distance type. That means the punip^ can be set in the building wherever

desired and the storage tanks, to which they are connected are burled in the ground outside, usually where

it is the most convenient for filling. The pumps and tanks are both provided with a lock. Nobody can get

oil or gasoline unless they have a key.

They are especially designed for retail purposes and are made of selected materials throughout. The

l>umps are thoroughly tested for soundness of construction and accuracy of measurement. They are posi-

tively guaranteed to be free from imperfections in either material or workmanship. The measuring cylinder

is made of seamless brass tubing. The heavy double plunger, also the top and bottom castings of the meas-

uring chamber, are thoroughly galvanized. This method of construction prevents corrosion and rust which

is obviously a striking advantage where gasoline is handled. It measures gallons, half-gallons or quarts at a

stroke. The discharge register counts the gallons up to ten and then repeats. This device is especially valu-

able in filling five and ten-gallon cans. These pumps are also provided with a computing dial which shows

just how much to charge for odd quantities.

The puinp foi' gasoline Avill be finished in red enamel and the i)iunp for kerosene in black enamel. This

method will avoid any possibility of nustakes and lends considerable attractiveness to the installation.

Valves! Tlie suction line is jpi-ovideil with a set of double brass valves. The accuracy of auy measuring pump de-

pends primarily upou these valves. In purchasing, this point should be thoroughly investigated. Too much stress cannot be

laid upon their construction and arrangement. These valves in the Wa.yne System are made entirely of brass. The poppet

and seat are carefully machined and then hand ground. The heavy body in which these valves are set is solid brass. Each
valve works independently of the other. After this care in construction all valves are tested under heavy pressure to

eliminate any possibility of leaks.

Discharge I'ipe: '^'''^ discharge pipe terminates in a lever shut-off nozzle, making it evaporation proof. There is

an autonuitic check valve in the discharge pipe between the nozzle and the pumii which automatically closes the line when
pumping ceases, thus doubly guarding against fire or evaporation.

Space Kequired: This pump occupies approximately one square foot of floor space. It should stand at least
twelve inches from the wall. This distance varies somewhat according to the location of the pump in the building. Sev-
enty inches head room is required to allow full stroke of cog bar.

Xanks: The tanks used with this pump can be furnished
in any capacity or thickness of metal desired. They are made
standard in 16, 14 and 12 gauge galvanized steel, ranging in

capacities from 1 bbl. (65 gals.) to 20 bbls. (1,100 gals.) Tanks
of larger capacity or of heavier metal are made special.

All spacing and punching is done by machinery to insure ac-

curacy. This guarantees a perfect fit of the different sheets and .

prevents bulging or warping of the metal when the tank is com-
pleted. The rivets on the lighter tanks are cold driven and all

seams thoroughly soldered. After testing them under heavy
air pressure the tanks are given three coats of rust-proof min-
eral paint. They are guaranteed both leak and evaporation- „^
proof.

Dimensions: *Standard tanks are made in the following sizes:

Capacity Diameter Lengthpacity
bbls.
1



Kerosene Storage Systems
for General Store Purposes

BULLETIN No. 25.!

Cu( No. 25.5

This Wayne storage system is especially designed for handling kerosene, or coal oil. in retail stores.

This is known as the cellar outfit where the tank is placed in the basement or celler and the pump on the

store floor. This minimizes floor space used and permits kerosene to be handled without inconvenience,

trouble, or loss.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pnmp Company
Sales Offices in All Lariie Cities

2IM-7-17-lti

Fort Wayne, Indiana



CUT No. 253 OUTFIT
General Description

Tlie Wayne kerosene system, Cut No. 253, is constructed
of metal throughout and designed for handling kerosene in

retail stores. Pump measures a gallon, half-gallon or quart
at a stroke. This pump is designed to stand on the store

floor with the tank in the cellar, or basement. The tank
must be located directly below the pump. This pump can-

not be off-set. It permits an ideal arrangement for handling
kerosene and is so constructed that the tank may be filled

either from the store floor or through a special fill pipe con-

ducted from the outside of the building. This outside fill

pipe is not furnished standard with the outfit.

Note: This outfit will be furnished with half-gallon

jnunp when so ordered. For price on half-gallon outfit, see

price list.

Pump: This outfit is furnished with a three measure
pump, measuring gallons, half-gallons or quarts at a stroke.

The measuring cylinder is made from seamless brass tubing
Cut showing ceUer outfit with wood- get iu solld cast irou heads, secured in place by heavj- tie

rncased tank.
vods. Tlic brass plnuErer rod is attached to a double plunger

insuring long service and absolute accuracy. Unlike most outfits of this type, this pump is fitted with

a standard solid brass foot valve and not the ordinary poppet valve. The pump discharges on the down
stroke.

Discharge Pipe: The discharge pipe on this pump is one inch in diameter and terminates in a

non-drip nozzle. The size of the discharge pipe insures ease of operation. The base of the discharge

pipe (or stand pipe) is provided with a valve similar in i^oustruction to the standard foot valve. This

discharge pipe is tied to the pump frame by means of a heavy cast iron cross head, making the construc-

tion very substantial.

Discharge Register: This pump is provided standard with a discharge register which records

the nu-.iber of gallons pumped up to ten and then repeats. This is especially convenient for filling five

or ten gallon cans.

Computer: The computer is furnished standard with this outfit and shows instantly the amount
to charge for fractional gallons. The computer is printed in two colors. One row of figures is used

when tiie amount desired is known. The other row of figures is used for filling odd size containers

where the exact capacity is not known.
Note:—This pump can be fitted with 100,000 gallon meter at the regular additional price for this

accessory.

Tank; Tlie tank for tliis outfit is rectangular and will be furnished in all metal or wood incased.

The cabinet style is finislied in natural wood. The all-steel tank is finished standard in dark green

enamel, but will be furnished in any color without additional charge, except white enamel. The steel

tanks are closely riveted and all seams flushed with solder, thoroughly reinforced with angle iron brac-

ings. The M'ood incased tanks are made of the best grade of galvanized tank steel with double lock

seams. The seams and angles are all flushed with solder. This steel tank is then set iu a heavy, well

constructed wood cabinet finished in natural wood.

Drip Pan: The tanks are provided with a drip pan, wire mat and cast iron grate. A tube extends

from the drip pan to the bottom of the tank.

Float Gauge: This outfit is furnished with a standard float gauge, which shows approximately the

quantity of oil in the tank at all timi^s.

Equipment: The standard equioment includes pump, type D nozzle, tank, ten gallon discharge

register, computer, tank, drip pan with grate and mat, also float gauge with standard.

Tank Dimensions:
Cap. Bbls.

1

3

4

Note : The dimensions listed below are outside measurements.

Cap. Gals. Width Length Height

65 23" 26" 30"

120 29" 32" 36"

170 29" 45" 36"

225 34" 49" 36"

280 15" 58" 36'



^^m
Kerosene Storage Systems

for (ieneral Store Purposes
lU LLKTIN No. 71

Cut No. 26:i

This Wayne kerosene system is especially designed for handling kerosene, or coal oi

in the general or grocery store. It is constructed of the best material throughout— will

eliminate oil odors in the store and absolutely prevents loss of oil or profit.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices iu All Large Cities

Fo-'t ^ ^vne, Indiana

3M- 4-5-16



CUT No. 263 OUTFIT
General Uescriptlon

The Wayne system, Cut No. 263, is constructed of metal

throughout and designed for handling kerosene in groceries

or general stores. The pump measures a gallon, half-gallon,

or quart at a stroke. The pump sets in the tank and the out-

fit is designed to be placed in the store at any convenient

location. This equipment is very neat in appearance and

provides for storing and handling this liquid in a cleanly

manner.

Pump: Tliis outfit is furnished with a three measure

pump, measuring gallons, half-gallons or quarts at a stroke.

The measuring cylinder is made from seamless brass tubing
This illustration shows (:ui:263 with gg^ ju solid cast Irou hoads, secured in place by heavy tie

rods. The brass plunger rod is attached to a double plunger

insuring long service and absolute accuracy. Unlike most outfits of this type, this pump is fitted with

a standard solid brass foot \alve and not the ordinary poppet valve. The pump discharges on the down

stroke.

Discharge Pipe: The discharge pipe on this pump is one inch in diameter and terminates in a

non-drip nozzle. The size of the discharge pipe insures ease of operation. The base of the discharge

pipe (or stand pipe) is provided with a valve similar in construction to the standard foot valve. This

discharge pipe is tied to the pump frame by means of a heavy cast iron cross head, making the construc-

tion very substantial.

Discharge Register: This pump is provided standard with a discharge register \Vhieli records

the number of gallons pumped up to ten and then repeats. This is especially convenient for filling five

or ten gallon cans.

Computer: The computer is furnished standard with this outfit and shows instantly the amount

to charge for fractional gallons. The computer is printed in two colors. One row of figures is used

when the amount desired is known. The other row of figures is used for filling odd size containers

where the exact capacity is not known.

Note:—This pump can be fitted with 100,000 gallon meter at the regular additional price for this

accessory.

Tank: The tank for this outfit is rectangular and will be furnished in all metal or wood incased.

The cabinet style is finished in natural wood. The all-steel tank is finished standard in dark green

enamel, biit will be furnished in any color without additional charge, except white enamel. The steel

tanks are closely riveted and all seams flushed with solder, tlioroughly reinforced with angle iron brac-

ings. The wood incased tanks are made of the best grade of galvanized tank steel with double lock

seams. The seams and angles are all flushed with solder. This steel tank is then set in a heavy, well

constructed wood cabinet finished in natural wood.

Drip Pan: Tlie tanks are provided with a drip pan, wire mat and cast iron grate. A tube extends

from till' dri]) pan to the bottom of the tank.

Float Gauge: This outfit is furnished with a standard float gauge, which shows approximately the

quantily of oil in the ta)d< at all times.

Equipment: The standard equipment includes pump, type D nozzle, tank, ten gallon discharge

register, computer, tank, drip pan with grate and mat, also float gauge with standard.

Tank Dimensions:
Cap. Bbls.

1

2

3

4
5

Note : The dimensions listed below are outside measurements.

Cap. Gals. Width Length Height

120
170

26"
32"
45"
49"
58"

30"
36"
36"
36"
36"



High Lift Heavy Duty Gasoline
or OH Pvimp

Bulletin No. 268

€

(ill 2()8—Pump

High lift heavy duty gallon pump for handling gasoline and oil where the vertical lift

is more than fourteen feet and less than fifty-five feet.

Wayne Oil Tank and Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

Woodstock, Ontario. Canada Fort Wayne, Indiana. U. S. A.

Page One



USES AND ADVANTAGES
The Cut 268 heavy duty gallon pump is de-

signed to lift gasoline, light or heavy bodied oils

where the vertical lift is over 14 ft. and under 55
ft. If the lift is under 14 ft., use our Cut 32 or

Cut 22 pump; if over 55 ft., use our Cut 218 count-

er l)ahince ]nim]i with drop cylinder.

In factories, mills and garages this equipment
will be found the most economical way to deliver

liquids from storage tanks located in basements
and above or below ground tanks adjacent to

building, saving time necessary to go to and from
a central oil storage tank.

This pump is built to conform with that meas-
ure of safety prescribed by the National Board
of Fire Underwriters and is labeled under their

supervision when used for volatile liquids, such
as gasoline and naphtha.

UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES, INC.
INSPECTED

DISCHARGE FOR HAZARDOUS FLUIDS.

INSTALL AND MAINTAIN THIS DEVICE IN

ACCORDANCE WITH UNDERWRITERS" RULES
AVOID SPILLING OR EXPOSURE OF FLUIDS USE
NO FIRE OR FLAME IN VICINITY.No. 6 3 3 4

This Underwriter's Label is put on all pumps
used for gasoline or naphtha; not on pumps used
for lul:)ricating oil.

Almost every factory present.s varying con-
ditions. One rule, however, will serve to guide
all installations of the Cut 268 pump, and where
this is correctly established the flexibility of the
equipment will allow it to be successfully installed

to meet almost any condition.

Theory and Practice have demonstrated
that the suction cylinder of a pump intended
for handling gasoline cannot be placed more
than 12 feet vertically above the bottom of

the tank it draws liquid from. For Lubricating
and heavy body oils 16 to 18 feet. In the high lift

pump, such as Cut 268, this is accomplished by
using a detached cylinder, which is connected to

the pump by means of plunger rod as shown on
first page.

The vertical distance between drop cylinder

and bottom of tank cannot be more than 12

feet, but the hoi'izontal distance between tank
and cylinder may be any reasonable distance,

many pumps being in successful operation up to

300 feet. The drop cylinder can be set on base-
ment, first floor, or if necessary to come within
the 12 feet vortical maximum limit can be set

in a pit underneath the floor; but the cylinder

must always be in a direct plumb line underneath
the pump, on account of the suction rod that runs
up through the riser pipe. (See typical installa-

tion, page No. 4.)

Connecting more than one pump to the same
tank is perfectly feasible, but this must be done by
running a separate suction line from each pump
back to the tank and each suction line must be

fitted with a foot valve. It is therefore necessary
to have a separate flange in the tank for each
pump.
Where we furnish the pump oidy, the tank l)e-

ing alreadv installed or bought elsewhere, it must

have a 3" flange to admit our standard I5" foot
valve. If this is impractical, it will be necessary
to use a vertical line valv^, which is furnished in

place of the standard foot valve when specified,

without additional charge.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT ON CUT 268

PUMP
PUMP HEAD: The pump head, or pump

proper, is made of heavy cast iron and steel.

The suction road running from the pump to the
drop cylinder (usually located on the first floor)

is connected by means of couplings and jam nuts.
The pump, being equipped with expansion cham-
ber, provides room for the expansion of the liq-

uid in the cylinder due to the changes in tem-
perature, which insures correct measurement of

])ints. <|iiarls, half-gallon.s and gallons, at the
will of the operator, by simply turning the quan-
tity stop to engage the rack. Each pump is fitted

with Tumbler lock and two keys, so that only
those in possession of a key can draw the liquid.

Expansion or Air Chamber: A hollow ball

at the top of the pump provides room for the ex-

pansion of liquids in the cylinder due to the changes
in temperature and is necessarj- to insure correct

measurement.

Discharge Register: Automatically tallies the
number of gallons pumped up to ten and then
repeats. Avoids mistakes in filling larger vessels

and provides a check should operator be called

away before finishing his work.

Pump Locks: A lock is built in the head of

the pump, provided with two keys, and only
those in possession of the keys can operate the
pump.
Quantity Stops: An accurate pint, quart,

half-gallon or gallon can be pumped at the will

of the operator, by simply moving the quantit.v

lever to the required amount on the dial.

Anti-Drip Nozzle with Lever Shut-Off" is

provided with this pump. It instantly stops the
flow of liquid when pumping ceases.

Pump Discharge: Pump is fitted with side

discharge opening, plugged in case customer
wishes to change from front to side discharge.

Foot Valves: As standard equipment with this

pump, a I5" Wayne double brass foot valve is

furnished, having carefully ground seats effect-

ually holding the liquid in the suction line, keep-
ing it full at all times, assuring correct measure-
ment of the pump.
Riser Pipe (from drop cylinder to pump) is 2"

galvanized (for any liquid). The plunger rod
runs up through this pipe—14 ft. of galvanized
riser pipe—and plunger rod with jam nut is fur-

nished standard with each pump. Cost per each
additional foot, see price sheet.

Pipe Compound: A can of litharge and
glycerine— (insoluble in gasoline or oil) to use on
making joints of pipe tight—is furnished with
each pump. It quickly sets and when properly

used the pipeline will never cause trouble from
leakage.

Drip Pan: 12 in. diamater, with mat, is fur-

nished without extra cost when equipment is in-

tended for oil.
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Measuring Cylinder: The detached meas-
uring cyliiuL'r is nnuXe of 12-gaii}>e seamless
brass tubing, fittetl with solid heads and pro-
tected by four f" steel tie rods. It is fitted with
adjustable pedestal, simplifying its installation.

Your attention is called to the emergency drain
which is made a part of this drop cylinder. It

allows the liquid to be drawn without waste from
the Riser pipe should any repaii- or adjusting ever
lie necessary.

(Ill I 268 Pump Accessories

The following accessories are furnished at extra
cost. and. while not absolutely necessary to the
operation of the pump, increase its convenience
and usefulness.

Meter (Bulletin 99) is fiu-nished, when wanted.
It keeps an accurate ami continuous record of the
liquid pumped up to 100,000 gallons and then
repeats. Convenient for daily or monthly in-

voicing. Sealed and cannot be tampered with.

STOP COCK, PLUGGED

Nozzle Gasoline Filler—
If the pump is usetl for

attach the gasoline filter,

water and dirt that nuiv

-Cut 47 (Bulletin 87).

gasoline, it is well to

It will eliminate any
be in the liquid and

Head of 26!! I'liinp

can be easily and ciuickly cleaned.

Two-way Nozzle. Auloniatie Hose Drain-
ing Valve and Portable Hose and Hose
Tube can be attached to any Cut 268 pump,
making it possible to discharge the liquid directly

into vat or mixing tank in factory. The pump
discharge can be fitted with two-way nozzle and
may lie connected to iron pipe running to place
of discharge or may lie fitted with hose anti hose
tube.

.Suction Pipe from tank to drop cylinder is

standard I5" or 2" galvanized pipe. 2" recom-
mended for heavy liquids. Price per foot, see
price sheet. Mention size wanted—either IJ"
oi- 2". This pipe is standard galvanized and can
be bought from your local dealer.

jsiiriiif; Cvliinlcr

INSTALLATION OF :

CUT asB PUMP
HEAD

^^

Wall-
,

FLOOR F*LA^4 OF CUT 26B
PUMP BASE

Installation Plans of Piinip Head and Drop Cylinder of Cut 26B

Pnnip, Showing: Distance Pump Soiild Be Set from Wall. Etc.

INSTRICTIONS FOK OKDKRINi;: In cnlering this equipment,
it is alisulutcly necessary lo '^\\v the exaet (hstanee between top of floor
wliieh tlie pump is set on ami the floor, or foiuidation, that drop cylin-
der is to set on.

To find cost of riser pipe
( pipe from drop eyhnder to pump) necessary

deduct 14 feet, whieh.is furnished with each outfit without extra cost (see
price sheet,) andlcompute balance according to price per foot given in 7, ,i,~ ,1 ,T",|J ,', , , J

price book.
^^/////^ /////////,

The suction pipe (pipe from tank to drop cj'hnder) can be furnished at extra cost (see price sheet) or bought locally.
We recommend 2" for heavy oils, such as cylinder oil, varnishes, linseeds, etc., and \\" for kerosene, gasohne, or light
lubricating oils.
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A TYPICAL INSTALLATION showing underground cylindrical tanks for two

grades of gasoline and one grade of naphtha, rectangular tanks for the storage of raw and
boiled linseed oils, Sipes oil and thinner, and Cut 63 battery outfits for small storage of

lubricating oils.

You will notice that Cut 268 high lift pump delivers liquid on the second and third

floors of building; the Cut 218 counter balance pump delivers on the fourth floor; the Cut 32

and Cut 21 pump deliver on first floor.

Our Engineering Department will be glad to assist in planning the most economical

way to solve your oil storage problems. Our twenty-four years of experience will be of ser-

vice to you and there will be no obligation on your part.

See Bulletin 89 for data on Rectangular Tanks.
See Bulletin 88 for data on Cylindrical Tanks.
See Bulletin 218 for data on Counter Balance Pump.
See Bulletins 50 and 52 for data on First Floor Pumps.
See Bulletin 56 for data on small Lubricating Storage Tanks.

Page Four

c



Naphtha Storage Systems
For the Dry Cleaner

BULLETIN No. 75

The Wayne PoM'er Pump >vith Wall Header

This system has been constructed to meet the requirements of the medium
sized cleaning plant. The price is not so high as the table pump system and yet it

embodies all the essential qualities necessary in a satisfactory system.
It will handle your naphtha rapidly, safely and at a remarkable saving in cost.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Lar^e Cities Fort Wayne, Indiana
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General Description: This Wayne Dry Clean-

er s System consists of a cylindrical underground stor-

age tank for "new" naphtha and as many type D or

cone bottom tanks as dosired for "settled" and dis-

tilled naphtha, one automatic power pump with heavy

metal stand, a combination suction and discharge head-

er, one button trap for each washer, one master strainer

and all necessary valves (no drain valve for extractor is

included).

Pumps: The pump used with this system is the

standard Wayne Power pump with 1 '/4 " suction and

discharge. This pump is the long stroke type, double

acting. It discharges practically a continuous stream.

The valves are solid brass, hand ground and easily ac-

cessible. It is fitted with a tight and loose pulley 8"x4".

The lever operating the belt shift is connected with an

automatic "knock-out." If a valve in the discharge line

is closed the back pressure thus resulting will automatic-

ally shift the belt from the tight to the loose pulley.

Special attention is called to the fact that this pump is the

long stroke, slow acting type which practically elimin-

ates the destructive vibration found in the quick acting,

short stroke pumps. This pump will deliver about 20

gallons per minute at normal speed. It can be operated

at a greater speed than this if necessary. The pump is

fitted with an air chamber which relieves the discharge

line of any undue pressure.

Suction and Discharge Header: These

headers are made up of galvanized 1 Y4" tees and close

nipples with the required number of 1 Y^" Wayne pack-

less valves. These valves are of the best quality and are always specially tested before

using. The number of valves in these headers depends upon the number of tanks in the

system. There are always three valves in the discharge header. The suction header has two

valves for each type D tank and one for the cylindrical tank. In the system illustrated there-

fore there are eight valves in the two headers.

The headers are built up along the wall. There is a name plate holder across the top.

This holder contains the brass name plates which indicate the line each valve controls.

If attention is given to these directions no mistake can occur in the operation of the system.

Tanks: The tanks are made of heavy galvanized steel, thoroughly riveted and sol-

dered, covered with three coats of mineral paint. The tanks for settled and distilled naphtha

are made with a cone bottom and fitted with a manhole for cleaning and inspection. The
necessity for frequent cleaning of pipes and tanks can be avoided to a great extent by ex-

ercising care in the use of soap. The man hole is fitted with a special cover through

which pass the fill, two suction lines and vent pipe. The fill pipe is used for gauging the con-

tents of the tank. One suction pipe extends to the point of the cone and is used for pump-

ing dirty settlings; the other terminates at the base of the cone and is used for pumping
settled naphtha. (See illustration above.) The cylindrical tanks are fitted with fill, suction and

vent pipes as shown in the diagram.

Accessories: AH piping furnished with this system is galvanized iron of the best

quality and of adequate size to insure the satisfactory operation of the system. The double

discharge line to each washer is a distinctive feature of the Wayne System. This keeps

the clean and dirty naphtha separate and will effect a remarkable saving in your naphtha

bills. See following page covering traps.

Sectional View of Settling Tank.

The above illustration shows the methO(}

of construction and the arranging of the

pipe in the Wayne Dry Cleaning Tank. The

fill pipe terminates in the tee, which reduces

the agitation when the naphtha is returned

and permits the use of the stick gauge. One

suction line extends to the point of the cone

and is used to pump out the dirty settlings.

The other terminates above the cone and is

the suction line for settled naphtha.



The illustration above shows the usual method of installing the Wayne Power Pump System with Wall Header.

Where necessary the location of jjump and header can be changed to meet local conditions. Any number of tanks

desired can be used with this system.

Operation

Referring to the diagram the naphtha is handled in the following manner with the

Wayne System. The oil man puts the "new" naphtha into the cylindrical tank, at the left,

through the fill pipe provided for that purpose. There is a heavy cast iron cap on this pipe

fitted with vent and lock.

When naphtha is to be pumped from this tank the operator should go to the suction

header and open the proper valve. Then the valve controlling the "clean" discharge line

to washer should be opened. When this is done the corresponding valve at the washer is

opened. (All valves are plainly marked with brass name plates.) The pump is then

started by pushing in the lever controlling the belt shift. When a sufficient quantity has

been pumped into the washer the valve at the washer should be closed. The back pressure

in the line resulting from this operation will automatically stop the pump; then all the

valves that have been opened should be closed.

When the cleaning is finished the naphtha is drained back to the tank by opening the

large 2" valve at the washer. This allows the naphtha to drain into the bottom trap, thence

into the return line to the master strainer in the floor. The naphtha can then be drained

into any of the hopper bottom tanks by opening the proper valve at the master strainer.

Naphtha can be pumped from any tank by opening the proper valve in the header.

This system provides a double suction line from each hopper bottom tank and one

line from the cylindrical tank. There is a double discharge to all washers and a single

line to the still.



COVCR STRAP

Master Strainer

This master strainer is so placed that the

return lines from the washer pass through it. The
double screen arrangement takes out the majority

of the lint and heavier floating impurities. The
installation is so arranged that the master strainer

may be by-passed if desired. The cover for this trap

is quickly and easily removed. There is a lever

lock attachment which securely holds the cover in

place and is provided with an adjustable set-screw

for taking up any "play" w^hich might be caused

from w^ear. The illustration opposite shows the

method of construction. The screen baskets are

quickly and easily removed.

Washer Trap

A washer trap is provided for each w^asher.

These are marked No. I in the illustration on the

foregoing page. The cover operates the same as

that on the master strainer. It is placed in line

to catch pins, buttons, etc., and is particularly

valuable where you are pumping from washer to

washer. In many instances it is the means of

preventing the loss of buttons or pins of great value.

The following sizes and dimensions cover type

D or hopper bottom tanks only. The height in-

cludes the cone but does not include the piping. In

determining the depth of the excavation the height

of the piping must be determined and added to the

height of tank herein given. For specifications on

type A tanks see bulletins on Models E or H.

The weights do not include piping.

COVER STRAP



Naphtha Storage Systems
For the Dry Cleaner

BUIXETIIS No. 271

i ^ ~ I

AYJ\"]

Cut No. 271

Model C. Dry Cleaner*H I'limp

The Dry Cleaner's System illustrated and described in this bulletin is especially constructed for

the cleaner who wants a small, inexpensive and thoroughly efficient equipment. The tanks, valves

and traps used with this system are the same in every respect as those used with our most elaborate

systems.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

2M—7-17-16

Fort Wayne, Indiana



Master Strainer

This master strainer is so placed that the

return lines from the washer pass through it. The
double screen arrangement takes out the majority

of the lint and heavier floating impurities. The
installation is so arranged that the master strainer

may be by-passed if desired. The cover for this trap

is quickly and easily removed. There is a lever

lock attachment which securely holds the cover in

place and is provided with an adjustable set-screw

for taking up any "play" which might be caused

from wear. The illustration opposite shows the

method of construction. The screen baskets are

quickly and easily removed.

Washer Trap

A washer trap is provided for each washer.

These are marked No. 4 in the illustration on the

foregoing page. The cover operates the same as

that on the master strainer. It is placed in line

to catch pins, buttons, etc., and is particularly

valuable where you are pumping from w^asher to

washer. In many instances it is the means of

preventing the loss of buttons or pins of great value.

The follow^ing sizes and dimensions cover type

D or hopper bottom tanks only. The height in-

cludes the cone but does not include the piping. In

determining the depth of the excavation the height

of the piping must be determined and added to the

height of tank herein given. For specifications on

type A tanks see bulletins on Models E or H.

The weights do not include piping.

COVER yrR«p

Washer Trap

Specifications for 12 and 14 Gal. Tanks Specifications for 3-16 in. Tanks and Heavier

Cap.
Bbls.
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Sidewalk Pump for Gasoline
Bulletin No. 276

^^TERfjl

Vfayne

Monarch \i ayiio Open Monarch Vt avnc Closed

Wayne Oil Tank & Pnnii> Company
Sales Offices in All Larae Cities Fort Vt aviie. Indiana, U. S. A.

2M—3-1-17



Cut No. 2T6—General Description
This pump is the long-distance t3'pe. The storage tank to wliich it is attached may be buried un-

derground at any convenient point for tilling. The pump and tank are connected by a IM;" pipe line.

The pump is especially designed for sidewalk installation. The pedestal is made of heavy galvanized
iron clamped between heavy cast iron base and tophead. The dome and light post are made of heavj'

cast iron. The housing is constructed of heavy galvanized sheet steel, roUecl. Special reiuforcings

are used on this housing at the top and bottom. This housing closes and locks, thoroughly protecting

the working parts of the pump from the elements.

The pump is held in place by expansion bolts or lag screws and is finished in a beautiful red enamel,
lettered in gold.

VALVES: The suction line is provided with a set of double brass valves. The accuracy of any
measuring pump depends primarily' upon these valves. In purchasing, this point should be thoroughly
investigated. Too much stress cannot be laid upon their construction and arrangement. These valves in

the Wayne System are made entirely of brass. The pojipet and seat are carefully machined and then
hand groiuid. The body in which these valves are set is solid brass. Each valve works independently
of the other. After this care in construction all the valves are tested under heavy pressure to eliminate

any possiliility of leaks.

DISCHARGE: This pump is fitted with a 1" discharge pipe which extends above the dome and ter-

minates in a special hose draining valve. A 10-foot length of fi/i" special gasoline hose is attached to

this drain valve. The hose is fitted with a discharge bib and strainer. A hook is provided on the drain
valve, on which the hose may be hung when not in use.

The drain valve permits the hose to drain completely at each operation of the pump, thus avoiding
the usual wear on the hose.

The pump will discharge five gallons at each full stroke of the plunger. It may be set to discharge one
or two gallons at a stroke. The mechanism for regulating the ditt'erent quantities is convenientlj^ located.

HOUSING: The housing for this pump is circular and made of galvanized sheet steel. When the

pump is opened this housing drops down and telescopes the supporting pedestal. The housing is coun-
ter-weighted and is raised or lowered much like a window.

CONTINUOUS ACTION : This pump is fitted with an operating mechanism which permits the op-

erator to turn the handle in one direction alwa.vs. You do not have to turn the handle back to replace

the plunger.

The plunger is raised on a slow gear which requires twelve turns of the handle. The driving mechan-
ism is then automatically shifted to a high gear and the plunger returned with three strokes of the handle,

thus permitting the operator to discharge five gallons of gasoline with fifteen turns of the handle. The
handle turns in the same direction at all times. A special hand trip permits the operator to return the

plunger at anv point in its upward travel.

COMPUTER: The pump is fitted with a computer graduated in quarts, which will show instantly

any jiart of five gallons that may have been pumped.
DISCHARGE REGISTER : This pump is fitted with a discharge register which tallies the number of

gallons pumped up to twentj'. The register is provided vsdth a large white disc, about 6" in diameter,

lettered in black. The disc is on the "street" side of the pump, where it may be easily read by the pur-

chaser from his car. Each gallon is registered on this dial as it is pumped.
LIGHT POST : This pvnnp is fitted with a light post made of heavy cast iron. A rigid conduit is

conducted from the base of the pump up through this light post and the wiring is attached to a special

weather-jiroof socket. A 16" round glass globe mounts the upper part of the electric light post. An
electric light is located within the dome, which lights up the discharge register at night and is so ar-

ranged that when the iium[) is closed this light automatically shuts off while the light upon the post

continues to l)urn.

SPACE REQUIRED: This pump is 18" in, diameter and 9' 6" high over all. It is provided with a

li/o" suction line and the discharge pipe up to the hose draining valve is 1". The hose is IVi"-
TANK : The tanks used wlfh this pump can be furnished in any capacity of thickness of metal desired. They

are made standard in 16, 14 and 12 gauge galvanized steel, ranging in capacities from 1 bbl. (65 gallons) to 20 bbls. (1,100
gals.). Tanks of larger capacity or of heavier metal are made special.

All our spacing and punching is done b.y machinery to insure aceurac.y. This guarantees a perfect fit of the differ-

ent sheets and prevents any bulging or warping of the metal when the tank is completed. The rivets on the lighter

tanks are cold driven and the seams thoroughly soldered. After testing them under air pressure the tanks are given three
coats of rust-proof mineral paint. They are guaranteed both leak and evaporation-proof.

TANK DIMENSIONS: 'Standard tanks are made in the following sizes:

Capacity
bbls.

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

*The standard fill pipe is 30" high from top of tank. To find the depth of the excavation necessary to bury the tank,

add diameter of tank to length of fill pipe, allowing about six inches of the fill pipe to extend above ground.

EQUIPMENT: The standard equipment includes the following: Pump, Overhead Discharge with Hose Draining
Valves, 1^." Foot Valves and Union for connecting the suction line. Filter, 1,000,000 Gallon Meter, 10 feet of IV*" Gaso-
line Hose and a special 20 Gallon Discharge Register. If tank is ordered with this pump the usual tank fittings will be
furnished.

apacity



Inside Five Gallon Gasoline
or Oil Pvmip

Bulletin No. 2

CUT >o. 278

Cut No. 2TK

Standard Equipment

Cm No. 27K

Standard Equipment and Overhead Drain
Overhead Drain Ej<tra.

Wayne Oil Tank and Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Larjje Cities

Woodstock, Ontario. Canada Fort Wayne. Indiana, U. S. A.

lOth E(iition-2-M-J-3-17 P^se One



USES AND ADVANTAGES
The Cut 278 3-gallon pump is designed for use

garage, factory or oil- hous e, for installation

inside of building or under roof, it being adapt-

able for use in connection with above or below
ground tanks, saving time necessary to go to and
from a central oil storage supply. It will save

time, labor and waste, is practically fire-proof and
assures the user that the liquid is safely housed
and that the fire risk is reduced to a minimum.

This pump is built to conform with that meas-

ure of safety prescribed by the National Board
of Fire Underwriters, and is labeled under their

supervision when used for volatile liquids, such

as gasoline and naphtha.

UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES. INC.
INSPECTED

DISCHARGE FOR HAZARDOUS FLUIDS.

INSTALL AND MAINTAIN THIS DEVICE IN

ACCORDANCE WITH UNDERWRITERS' RULES
AVOID SPILLING OR EXPOSURE OF FLUIDS USE
NO FIRE OR FLAME IN VICINITY.No. 6 3 3 4

This Underwriters' Label is put on all pumps
used for gasoline or naphtha; not on pumps used for

lubricating oil.

This pump is of the Long Distance inside type,

suitable for handling gasoline, oil or liquids of

like nature.

When the service requires a lift vertically of

more than 12 ft. from bottom of tank on gasoline

or more than 16 to 18 ft. on oils, the detached

cylinder must be used in order to assure correct

measurement. (See page Four).

However, the horizontal distance may be any
reasonable length, many pumps being in successful

operation up to 200 ft.

If conditions require lifting gasoline more than

12 ft. or lubricating oil more than 18 ft., this is

accomplished by using Cut 278 pump head and
drop cylinder as shown on page number 4. The
278 drop cylinder equipment will work correctly

on a maximum service of 23 ft. between drop
cylinder and pump.

The drop cylinder can be set in basement, on
first floor, or if necessary to come within the

vertical maximum limit can be set in a pit under-

neath the floor; but the cylinder must always be

in a direct plumb line underneath the pump, on
account of the suction rod that runs up through

the riser pipe.

The pump is built of heavy cast iron steel and
brass. The measuring cylinder is of 1 2-gauge

seamless brass, nickeled. The stuffing box, plunger

rod, valves and valve-seats are made of close-grain

selected brass. All cast iron or steel parts of this

pump coming in contact with the liquid are

heavily galvanized.

The suction and discharge pipe are galvanized
steel. The valves, nozzle, suction rod, etc., are
brass, making a complete, rust-proof line preventing
discoloration of the liquid, especially gasoline,

caused by corrosion should the pump remain idle

for any length of time.

The Cut 278 pump will discharge five

gallons on one full stroke of the plunger. It

is equipped with one and two-gallon quantity stops,

but any intermediate amount can be drawn, as

the pointer shows on the quantity scale the exact
amount as it is being discharged.

CONTINUOUS ACTION AND RAPID
DELIVERY OF LIQUID.

* This pump is fitted with an operating mechan-
ism which permits the operator to turn the handle
in one direction always. You do not have to turn
the handle back to replace the plunger.

The plunger is raised on a slow gear which
requires twelve turns of the handle. The driving
mechanism is then automatically shifted to a

high gear and the plunger returned with three

strokes of the handle, thus permitting the operator
to discharge five gallons of gasoline with fifteen

turns of the handle. The handle turns in the

same direction at all times. A special hand trip

permits the operator to return the plunger at any
point in its upward travel. Under ordinary work-
ing conditions this pump will discharge approx-
imately 20 gallons per minute.

The pump is built strong and durable and will

stand up under continuous heavy service for a

great length of time without perceptible wear.

Finish: In red enamel, with nickeled cylinder

and all brass parts heavily nickeled. Shipped
complete with double brass foot-valve and foot-

valve strainer to go into tank.

Valves: The suction line is provided with a

set of double brass valves. As the accuracy of

any measuring pump depends principally upon
these valves, the purchaser should thoroughly
investigate this point. Too much stress cannot be
laid upon their construction and arrangement.

The valves of the Cut 278 are made entirely of

brass. The poppet and valve-seat are carefully

machined and then hand ground. The valve

body is of solid brass, each valve working indepen-

dently of the other, and are so ground that stick-

ing is entirely eliminated.

All valves are tested under heavy pressure to

eliminate any possible leak and each pump is

tested under actual working conditions before

shipment is made.

Two pumps cannot be connected to the
same suction line, no matter what kind of valve

or mechanism is used. They will not measure
accurately. An individual suction line with foot-

valve must be installed for each pump used.



CLT No. 278 STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Discharge: The pump is fitted for use on

gasoline, with P t" brass, nickel-plated, quick-

opening, anti-drip Type "A" and "B" nozzle;

iO ft. length of 1
I4" special gasoline hose and one

I
I4" Type "C" nozzle. This combined arrange-

ment permits the operator to discharge liquid

either through the hose or through the regular

shut-off nozzle. (See page One).

When used for oil. the pump is equipped with

1 ]/i" brass, nickel-plated, quick-opening anti-

drip nozzle. (See page Four).

Discharge Register: The pump is fitted

with a 6" white metal 20-gallon clock discharge

dial, graduated in large black figures, which

tallies the number of gallons pumped up to twenty.

the dial being on the side of the pump, in plain

view, where it may be easily read at a great dis-

tance. Each gallon is registered on this dial as

it is pumped.

Computer Scale: The pump is fitted with

a large, white metal. 3-gallon computer, graduated

in quarts, half-gallons and gallons, in large black

figures. Shows instantly any part of five gallons

as it is being pumped. Avoids mistakes in fill-

ing large vessels and provides a check should

operator be called away before finishing his work.

Two-way nozzle, automatic hose-draining

valve and portable hose and type "C" nozzle.

make it possible to discharge the liquid directly

into the tank. The pump discharge can be fitted

with two-way nozzle and may be connected to

iron pipe running to place of discharge, and may be

fitted with hose and hose tube.

Meter: This keeps an accurate and continu-

ous record of the liquid pumped up to 1 .000.000

gallons and then repeats.

This meter is actuated by cog rack (not fric-

tion drive). This is a compensating meter, so it

can be adjusted to any change in the stroke of

pump. Convenient for daily or monthly invoic-

ing. Sealed and cannot be tampered with.

Expansion or Air Chamber: A hollow ball at

the top of the pump, provides room for the expan-

sion of liquids in the cylinder due to the changes

in temperature, and is necessary to insure correct

measurement.

The Filter will eliminate any water and dirt

that may be in the liquid and can be easily and

quickly cleaned.

Pump Locks: A lock is built in the head of

the pump, provided with two keys, and only those

in possession of the keys can operate the pump.

Foot Valves: As standard equipment with this

pump, a I
^ 2" Wayne double brass foot-valve is

furnished, having carefully hand ground seats effect-

ually holding the liquid in the suction line, keeping

it full at all times, assuring correct measurement

of the pump.

Pipe Compound: A can of litharge and

glycerine (insoluble in gasoline or oil) to use in

making joints of pipe tight—is furnished with each

pump. It quickly sets and when properly used

the pipeline will never cause trouble from leakage.

Drip Pan: 12 in. diameter, with mat, is fur-

nished without extra cost when equipment is in-

tended for oil.

CUT 278 PUMP ACCESSORIES

The following accessories are furnished at extra

cost, and, while not absolutely necessary to the

operation of the pump, increase its convenience

and usefulness.

Discharge Accessories. Overhead drain

when especially ordered for use with gasoline.

The pump is provided with one 1
I4" discharge

extending above the pump, terminating in a hose

draining valve and hose connection, with 10 ft.

of P4" metal-lined hose, the hose draining valve

being equipped with special copper float, which

releases, emitting air when pumping ceases, allow-

ing the contents of the hose to thoroughly drain,

which will prolong its life considerable. The end

of this hose is equipped either with the Type "C"

nozzle or the Type "G" hose tube, at the option

of the purchaser, the Type "C" nozzle being shipped

unless otherwise specified. This combination al-

lows the operator to discharge either through the

hose or through the Type "A" nozzle at the head

of the pump.

Detached Measuring Cylinder. The de-

tached measuring cylinder is made of 12 gauge

seamless brass tubing, fitted with solid heads and

protected by four ' •_/' steel tie rods. It is fitted

with adjustable pedestal, simplifying its installa-

tion.

Your attention is called to the emergency drain,

which is made a part of this drop cylinder. It

allows the liquid to be drained without waste from

riser pipe should any repair or adjusting ever be

necessarv.

Page Thr,
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The Cut 278. 3-gallon pump, one-way discharge,

for service where the vertical Hft from tank to

pump is not over 12 ft. Specially built for use in

factory, railroad oil-house or mill in handling
lubricating and paint oils or gasoline.

The Cut 278 drop cylinder pump for use where a vertical
lift of over 12 ft. from bottom of tank to pump is required.

FOn ADItlTIONAL DATA OIN

22 and 32-Gallon. Long Distance Pumps.
218-Gallon Counter Balance Long Distance High Lift Pum
Where service requires vertical lift of over 55 ft.

268-Gallon Long Distance High Lift Pump.
Where service requires vertical lift of c

Page Fo

>UMP.'< AND TANKS. SEK BlILLKTINS
79. Riveted. Galvanized Steel. Cylindrical Storage Ta
86. Welded. Black Steel. Cylindrical Tanks.
87. Welded. Black Steel, Rectangular Tanks.

88. Riveted, Black Steel, Cylindrical Tanks.

14 ft. and under 55 ft. 89, Riveted. Black Steel. Rectangular Tanks.
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equally valuable for general store or garage. The latest and best design on the market.
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General Description

This pump is the long distance type. The storage tank is buried underground in

any convenient location and at any reasonable distance from the pump. The pump
and tank are connected by a IVi" pipe line, allowing a free and rapid flow of gaso-

line. This pumiJ is espeeiall.y designed for sidewalk installation, but may be used in-

side if desired. A cabinet or housing is made of cast iron and sheet steel, thoroughly

]irotecting the working parts from the elements. The base and dome are heavy cast

iron. Tlie pedestal and the telescoping housing are made from sheet steel. The

dome is supported by two 11/4" galvanized pipes, making the pump absolutely

rigid and permanent. The housing fits in a special groove at the lower edge of the

dome, making this the only positively waterproof outfit on the market. This pump is

licld in place by four expansion bolts driven through the base. It is finished in red,

lettered in gold. The cabinet presents a striking appearance and serves as an adver-

tisement. It is fitted with a discharge terminating in a hose draining valve. It dis-

charges a gallon, half-gallon or quart at a stroke. The measuring cylinder, plunger

rod, stuffing box, valves, etc., are made of solid brass.

Housing': This ])umi) is {U'ovided with a circular housing which telescopes the

pedestal of the pump when it is opened. The housing is operated by means of chains

and counter-weights. These eovmter-weights operate inside of the supporting coliimns

to the dome and the chains are run over pulleys, making the pump operate much like

a weighted window. There is a distinct advantage in this construction as the pump
""closed"™" occupies no more room when it is open than it does when it is closed. In addition

to tins the housing and pedestal are made of sheet steel, thus avoiding the break-

age which is liable to occur on pumps constructed of cast iron. This housing is provided with

a special Yale lock which snaps shut when the housing is pushed up. Handles are provided on the side

of the housing to permit the operator to raise and lower it with ease.

Valves: The suction line is provided with a set of double brass valves in the tank. There is also

a brass valve in the bottom cylinder casting of the pump where the suction line attaches to the pump.

This brass valve is provided with a special plate cover and is accessible. The accuracy of any measur-

ing pump depends primarily upon these valves. In purchasing this point should be thoroughly investi-

gated. Ordinarily a pump of this type is provided with one set of foot valves at the end of the line in

tlie tank. On the Wayne you liave a double security in view of the valve at the bottom of the meas-

uring cylinder. These valves in the Wayne system are made entirely of brass. The poppet and seat

are carefully machined and then hand ground. The body in which these valves are set is solid brass.

Each valve works independently of the other. After this care in construction all valves are tested

under air pressure to eliminate any ijossibility of leaks; then they are subjected to a twenty-four hour

gasoline test. The brass used in Wayne valves is alwaj's of the same consistency, as these brass castings

are made over a set formula.

Discharge Points: Tlie discharge extends above the pump terminating in a hose draining valve.

The hose is attaclied to this valve as shown in the illustration. Each time the pump is operated the

gasoline is drained from the hose. The discharge pipe up to the hose draining valve is %" galvanized.

The hose used on this outfit is 1", giving you the same discharge area in the pipe and the hose.

Space Required: Tliis pump occupies ajiproximately one and one-half square feet of space. It

stands 6 feet 6 inches over all and the base diameter is I6I4". The pump requires seven and one-half

turns to the gallon—three and three-quarter turns to raise the plunger to its extreme height and three

and three-quarter turns to return it.



Discharge Register and Computer: The illustration

opposite shows in detail the twenty-gallon discharge register

provided with this pump. This register is located on the

street side of the pump in i)lain view of the occupants of

the automobile. The dial is aluminum and the figures are

black with the exception of 0. 5, 10 and 15, which are red.

Each gallon that is pmnped is counted on this register dial,

showing the purchaser exactly what he is getting. The com-

puter is provided so the operator can tell exactlj- what frac-

tional part of a gallon has been discharged. Frequently

an operator is compelled to stop pumping before a definite

predetermined quantity has been discharged. By glancing

at the computer the operator can tell what part of a gallon

has been discharged and make his price accordingly. The

twenty-gallon discharge register is a special feature on the

Wayne pump.

Filter: This pump is provided with a Wayne special

filter which is guaranteed to separate water and other impu-

rities from the gasoline. It is so constructed that the water

and impurities taken from the gasoline are held in a special

chamber in the pump and may be discharged through the

special filter draw off. This filter insures clean, powerful

gasoline to all customers.

This iniistralioH shows in <lel;iil Ihe Jd-iiaUii

discharge register and coiuputer

Meter and Quantity Stops: The illustration opposite

shows the 100,000 galhin meter mounted at the top of the

pump head immediately over the quantity stop regulators.

This meter accurately records all gasoline passing through

the pumji regardless of the quantity up to 100,000 gallons.

It is a compensating meter which can be shifted to adjust

it to the slightly varying stroke of the pump should correction

of the measurement be necessitated. Particular attention is

called to the quantity stop buttons or regulators on this i)uinp

located immediately below the meter and marked i_|, ^-2, 1.

It the operator wants a (juart, for instance, he pushes the

button marked ^4. This is a positive operation. The button

is pushed in much on the same order as the desired figure on

an adding machine. If he then wants a half-gallon he pushes

in the button marked ' -, which automatically releases the but-

ton which had previously been pushed in. Any button may be

released by pushing down the small lever immediately above

the three quantity stop buttons. These are very conveniently

located, being in front of the operator and at the most con-

venient height.



SECTIONAL VIEW
W4YNE LONG DISTANCE

GASOLINE STORAGE SYSTEM

GAUGE
IMS 16

^6 IN.

ACTUAL THICKNESS

Underground Tank Showinii Thickn

Tanks: The tanks used with this pump can be furnished in any capacity or thickness

of metal desired. They are made standard in 16, 14 and 1 2 gauge galvanized steel, rang-

ing in capacities from 1 barrel (65 gallons) to 20 barrels ( 1 , 1 00 gallons) ). Tanks of larger

capacity or of heavier metal are made special.

All spacing and punching is done by machinery to insure accuracy. This guarantees a

perfect fit of the different sheets and prevents any bulging or warping of the metal when the

tank is completed. The rivets on the lighter tanks are cold driven and the seams thoroughly

soldered. After testing them under air pressure the tanks are given three coats of rust-

proof mineral paint. They are guaranteed both leak and evaporation-proof.

Tank Dimensions: Standard tanks are made in the following sizes:

acity
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View ot Pu

General Description

Tliis pump is tlie long distaiiL-e type. The storage tank is buried uudergrouud in

any couvenient location and at any reasonable distance from the pump. The pump
and tank are connected liy a 1^:;" pipe line, allowing a free and rapid flow of gaso-

line. Tliis pump is especially designed for sidewalk installation, but may be used in-

side if desired. A cabinet or housing is made of cast iron and sheet steel, thoroughly

]irotreting the working ]iarts from the elements. The base and dome are heavy cast

iron. The pedestal and tlie telescoping housing are made from sheet steel. The

dome is supj^orted by two II/2" galvanized pipes, making the pump absolutely

rigid and i^ermanent. The housing fits in a special groove at the lower edge of the

dome, making this the only positively Avaterproof outfit on the market. This pump is

lield in place by four expansion bolts driven through the base. It is finished in red,

lettere<l in gold. The cabinet i)resents a striki)ig appearance and serves as an adver-

tisement. It is fitted with a discharge terminating in a hose draining valve. It dis-

charges a gallon, half-gallon or quart at a stroke. Tlie measuring cylinder, plunger

r<]d, stuffing box, valves, etc., are made of srtlid brass.

Housing: This pump is provided with a circular housing which telescopes the

pedestal of the pump when it is opened. The housing is operated by means of chains

and counter-weights. These counter-weights operate inside of the supporting columns

to tile dome and the cliains are run over pulleys, making the pump operate much like

M weighted window. There is a distinct advantage in this construction as the pump
()ccu|iies no more room when it is open than it does wlirn it is closed. In addition

to this the housing and pedestal are made of sheet steel, thus avoiding the break-

age which is liable to occur on pumps constructed of cast iron. This housing is provided with

a special Yale lock which snaps shut when tlie liousing is pushed up. Handles are provided on the side

of the housing to permit the operator to raise and lower it with ease.

Valves: The suction line is provided with a set of double brass valves in the tank. There is also

a brass valve in the bottom cylinder casting of the pump where the suction line attaches to the pump.

This brass valve is provided with a special plate cover and is accessible. The accurac.v of any measur-

ing pump depends primaril.v upon these valves. In purchasing this point should be thoroughly investi-

gated. Ordinai-il,-\- a jiump of this t.vpe is provided with one set of foot valves at the end of the line in

the tank. On the Wayne you have a double security in vieAv of the valve at the bottom of tlie meas-

uring cylinder. These valves in the Wa.vne system are made entirel.y of brass. The poppet and seat

are carefully machined and then hand ground. The body in wliich these valves are set is solid brass.

Each valve works independentl.v of the other. After this care in construction all valves are tested

under air [iressure to eliminate any possibility of leaks; then the.^- are subjected to a twenty-four hour

gasoline test. The brass used in \Yayne valves is always of the same consistency, as these lirass castings

are made over a set formula.

Discharge Points: Tlie discharge extends above tlie jiuiiip terminating in a hose draining valve.

The hose is attached to this valve as sliown in tlie illustration. Each time the pump is operated the

gasoline is drained from tlie hose. The discharge pipe u]) to the hose draining valve is -'4" galvanized.

Tile liose used on this outfit is 1", giving you the same diseliarge area in the pipe and the hose.

Space Required: Tliis pump occupies approximately one and one-half square feet of space. It

stands 6 feet 6 inches over all and the base diameter is 161 4". Tin- i)ump requires seven and one-half

turns to the gallon—three and three-quarter turns to raise the i)lnnger to its extreme heiglit and three

and three-quarter turns to return it.



Discharge Register and Computer: The illustiation

opposite shows in <h-tail the twenty-gallon disehai'ge register

jirovided with this pump. This register is loeated on the

street side of the pump in i)lain view of the oceupants of

the automohile. The dial is ahnniniun ami the figures are

black with the exception of 0. •"), 10 and IT), which are red.

Each gallon that is pumpeil is counted on this register dial,

showing the purchaser exactly wimt he is getting. The com-

puter is jirovided so the operator can tell exactly what frac-

tional part of a gallon has been disehai'ged. Frequently

an operatoi- is com])elled to stop puiii]iiug before a definite

predetermined (luantity has been diseiiarged. IJy glancing

at the computer the operator can tell what part of a gallon

has been discharged and make liis jirice accordingly. The

twenty-gallon discharge register is a special feature on the

Wayne p(uii|>.

Filter: Tliis jiump is provided with a Wayne special

filter which i.s guaranteed to separate water and other impu-

rities from the gasoline. It is so coustructe<l that the water

and impurities taken from the gasoline are held in a special

chamber in the pump ami may be discharged through the

special filter draw ott'. This filter insures clean, powerful

gasoline to all customers.

Meter and Quantity Stops: The illustration opposite

shows the 100,000 gallmi meter mounted at the top of the

pump head immediately over the cinautity stop regulators.

This meter accurately records all gasoline passing through

the pump regardless of the qnantity up to 100.000 gallons.

It is a compensating meter which can be shifted to ad.iust

it to the slightly varying stroke of the iiuni}) should correction

of the measurement be necessitated. Particular attention is

called to the quantity stop buttons or regulators on this pump
located immediately below the meter and marked I4, '^j. 1.

If the operator wants a quart, for instance, he pushes the

button marked '4. This is a positive operation. The button

is pushed in much on the same order as the desired figure on

an adding machine. If he then wants a half-gallon he pjushes

in the button marked ' _, which automatically releases the but-

ton which had ju-eviously been pushed in. Any button may be

released l)y jnishing down the snuiU lever immediately above

the three quantity stop buttons. These are very conveniently

located, being in front of the operator and at the most con-

venient height.
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WAYNE LONG DISTANCE

GASOLINE STORACE SYSTEM
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Signal Oil Outfit
For Railway Oil House Use

IJLLLETIN No. 288

The Wayne Signal Oil Outfit is especially designed to meet the needs of railway oil houses, round
houses, signal towers, section houses, street car barns and general factory use. This equipment is built

to expedite the handling of illuminating oils, the filling of lamps in any department where such work is

done, and at the same time secure a greater degree of safety than is obtained under less systematic

methods. The outfit will pay for itself many times over in added cleanliness, oil saving, speed, lessen-

ing fire risk, and labor.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in AH Larce t:ities Fort ^ ayne. Indiana



COT No. 288 SIGNAL OIL OUTFIT
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This Wayne Signal Oil Outfit is especially designed to handle illuminating oils. All

parts are carefully machined from finest materials, assembled and tested under expert direc-

tion. The pump is attached to tank as shown.

Pump: The pump is so arranged that an accurate quart, pint or half-pint can be dis-

charged at a stroke by adjusting the quantity stops. The pump can be made to exactly

fill any desired lamp in general use. Valves, valve seat, stuffing box, plunger rod and
nozzle are made of solid brass. A heavy metal bracket encompasses the discharge pipe,

making it very rigid. The pump locks, preventing oil being draw^n w^ithout key.

Tank: The tank is made of the highest grade 1 4-gauge black open-hearth tank steel.

All seams are carefully welded. Tank bottom has sloping sides, insuring positive drain

to four-inch clean-out plug. It is thoroughly braced with angle iron stiffening ribs and will

stand hard, rough usage.

The equipment is built standard of black steel, on account of the deteriorating effect of

galvanizing on signal oil.

Valves: Solid brass valves, all hand ground. Each valve and valve seat receives a

careful sweat test.

Gauge: A float gauge shows the amount of the liquid at all times, graduated in large

figures, and can be easily read from a distance.

Table: The double deck table furnished as part of this equipment provides a con-

venient place for trimming, cleaning and storing lamps, the upper and lower deck being so

arranged that any oil spilled will drain into a removable receptacle and can be emptied into

the tank proper, through drain. The table can be placed in a different position if desired;

is strong and rigid, being constructed on a skeleton of angle iron '/s'xl'/a "•

Drain: The tank is equipped with a seven-inch drip pan and cover w^hich locks, pre-

venting oil being dipped from tank. Drip pan is made of heavy steel, fitted with a fine screen

and cast iron grate. The cover is also provided with an extension tube which encompasses
the discharge nozzle.

Finish: Tank is finished in dark green enamel; all cast iron parts finished in black

enamel. Pump in black enamel and trimmed in nickel.

Tank Sizes :

Width of Width of Front to Between
Table Tank Back Height Shelves

1 Barrel 24" 22" 25" 29%" 15"

2 Barrel 30" 28" 31" 35%" 17%"
3 Barrel 30" 44" 28" 35%" 17%"
4 Barrel 36" 48" 33" 35%" 17%"
5 Barrel 40" 57" 34" 35%" 17%"

Equipment: Standard equipment includes tank and quart pump complete as shown.

Note: This outfit may be equipped with one-half gallon or gallon measuring pump.
Also with extra rotary non-measuring pump, with length of hose to draw oil from barrels into

tank, at additional cost.



POM ER PUMPS

Cuts
310
311
312
313

Power Pumps
—FOK—

LUBRICATING, CRUDE AND PAINT OILS, GASOLINE, NAPTHA, ETC.
BULLETIN No. 310

AIR CHAMBER

Vt ayiie Cut 31S Impeller Piini|i

The Wayne Impeller Pump is especially designed for use in connection with factory

or railroad oil house installation, to draw liquids from underground, basement or above-

ground tanks or tank cars, delivering it to tanks or discharge points located remote from the

supply. The principle upon which this pump is built assures the user a much more steady

and even flow of liquid than can be gotten from the rotary or plunger type of pump, making

it especially suitable for remote control system in connection with metering devices or for

handling crude oil to furnaces. The compensating feature means efficient service over a great

length of time, even though the impeller blades are considerably worn by long and hard use.

The pump being accessible, the impeller blades, practically the only part subject to

wear, can be renewed entirely or repaired in a minimum of time.

The gear reduction (when pump is connected to motor) as shown in cut, runs submerged

in oil in a tight case and in connection with the rawhide motor pinion makes this pump
practically noiseless when running at a maximum speed.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

Woodstock. Ontario, Canada Fort Wayne, Indiana, t^ S. A.



Section of PoMCr Pump sho^viIlf: arraiijieiiit'iil of
Rotating Piston and Inipelh'r IJIad»'s

Section of Bearing showing construction
Stuffing Boxing

This type of Impeller Pump is of very simple construction, consisting mainly of a cylinder, two heads,
a rotating piston and four impeller blades which slide in and out of four slots in the piston set eccentrically
to and parallel with the center line of the cylinder. The rotating piston hangs close to the bottom of the
cylinder and its journals are supported in bearings contained in the heads. The fluid being pumped is drawn
into the cylinder by the vacuum formed behind the blades in their upward sweep and forced out through
the discharge opening by the fronts of the blades. The cuts above show the pump in section across the I mpeller
Blades and the stuffing box in section. The cylinder head through which the piston shaft protrudes is provided
with a stuffing box, gland and nut. This arrangement permits the pump to run either direction without
the friction of the packing on the shaft, either tightening or loosening the stuffing box nut, allowing the pump
to be installed to suit your piping condition. By thus reducing the stuffing box friction, the power required
to operate the pump is minimized and the life of the pump and packing lengthened.

The port areas are ample to give a steady, even flow of the liquid without friction. This pump is self-

compensating as to wear, and by reason of its design and accurate workmanship, capable of drawing liquids

from a maximum of I 5 feet and forcing it to a distance of 80 feet and will readily produce a vacuum of from
20 inches to 25 inches of mercury.

The cylinder head and rotating piston are made of selected close grain cast iron of very tough quality.

The impeller blades are made of machine steel or bronze as selected of the very best quality. Constructed
entirely of metal, all parts coming in contact with each other are carefully machined, making them absolutely
tight, evaporation and leak proof.

Each pump is tested before shipping with the liquid it is intended for on a much more severe condition
than it will be put to in service. It is, therefore, necessary in ordering to state the liquid it is intended for

and the heights the liquid is to be delivered.

While the standard pump is equipped with machine steel impeller blades, and will be shipped that way
unless otherwise specified, we recommend bronze impeller blades at a slight additional cost, when the pump
is to be used for gasoline or other non-lubricating liquids.

This pump is suitable for delivering lubricating crude and paint oils, gasoline, naptha and other volatile

liquids from tank cars into storage tanks or from storage tanks to mixing vats or to tanks located in any part
of the factory, and can be used in connection with remote control system when equipped with by-pass.

The pump is massive in construction, durable, built for heavy service and plenty of it. Enameled in red
for gasoline—black for oil.

A by-pass of proper size fitted with relief valve and air chamber is furnished on the Wayne Power
Pump, cuts 31 I and 313, to take care of extra pressure in the discharge line due to the quick closing of the
draw-off valves.

This by-pass can be set so that when the pressure in the discharge line exceeds the amount, the valve is

set for it automatically opens, allowing the liquid to pass back into the suction line, preventing excessive
pressure in the discharge line.

When the pump is to be used in connection with a Remote Control System or Wayne meters, this com-
plete by-pass must always be used.

Foot valves. While it is not absolutely necessary, it is preferable to put a foot valve on the suction line

in the tank or a check valve in the suction line as near the tank as convenient if the installation of the
tank IS already made.



Wayne out 312—Impeller Pump

The cut 312 Impeller Pump is not fitted with by-pass as the cut 313, and cannot be used in connection

with remote control system, but will give excellent service, transferring large quantities of liquid, and is in

use in a great many railroad oil houses and factories through the country. It requires a minimum of power

to operate and will last practically a lifetime.

Cut 310— Impeller Pump

The cut 3 10 Wayne Impeller Pump is built upon exactly the same principle as cuts 311, 312 and 313,

Instead of furnishing extended bed plate with motor and gear reductions, a tight and loose pulley with

out-board bearing and rigid bed plate is furnished and is arranged to be driven from shaft or motor by belt.

Do not oonfuse the \^ ayne Impeller Pump with the rotary pump, whose efficiencv de-
pends entirely upon its speed and the amount of elearanee between the buekets and housing
whieh. when worn, allows slippage of the liquid by the buekets and materially decreases the
pump's capaeity.



The cut 311 Impeller Pump is the same as the cut 310, with

by-pass consisting of an air chamber, relief valve, etc.

This equipment is suitable to use with motor-driven remote

control system and with any metering device and is built upon the

same principle as all of our impeller pumps.
It is strong, durable and will give long service.

Suction and discharge openings can be fitted with reducing

bushings to fit existing piping.

If Motor-Driven Pumps Are Required

If alternating current, give voltage,

number of cycles, phase of current and
size of motor.

If direct current, give voltage and size

of motor.

Where More Than One Size

Horse Power is Given

No. 1 horse power is required where
liquid is to be forced a distance of 30 ft.

No. 2 horse power is required where
liquid is to be forced a distance of 80 ft.

No. 1 horse power is required where
liquid is to be forced a distance of 23 ft.

No. 2 horse power is required where
liquid is to be forced a distance of 50 ft.

No. 3 horse power is required where
liquid is to be forced a distance of 80 ft.

AIR CHAMBER

PRESSURE RELIEF
VALVE

Cut 311— WaviU' InipclUr Pump

DATA ON WAYNE IMPELLER PUMPS



Sidewalk Pump for Lubricating Oils
Bulletin 320

Cut 320 Cut 320
This up-to-dati- outlit is especially well adapted for use iu storing and measuring lubricating oils

at tlir eurli. It is constructed dust and dirt proof. Tliis assures the consumer of clean oil, which results
in smoother runniug maidiinery. Dirty oil shortens the life of bearinu's and a AVAYXE svstem such as
illustrated aliovc entirely eliminates dirt.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities
Form 320-2M 4-2-17

Fort Wayne, Indiana, U. S. A.



Cut INo. 320

CURB PUMP FOR HANDLING LUBRICATING OILS

General Description.

Tliis pump is the long distance type. The storage tank is buried undergrouml in any eonveuieut

loeation and at any reasonable distance from the pump. The pump and tank are connected by a IVi"

pipe line, allowing a free and rapid flow of oil. Tliis pump is especially designed for sidewalk instal-

lation, but may be used inside if desired. The cabinet or housing is made of cast iron and sheet steel,

thoroughly protecting the working parts from the elements. The base and dome are heavy cast iron. The

pedestal and the telescoping housing are made from sheet steel, galvanized. The dome is supported

by two IV2" galvanized pipes, making the pump absolutely rigid and permanent'. The housing tits in

a special groove at the lower edge of the dome, making this the only positively waterproof outfit on the

market. This pump is held in place by four expansion bolts driven through the base. It is finislied iu

olive greeu, lettered iu gokl. The cabinet presents a striking appearance and serves as an advertise-

ment. It is fitted with a tlischarge terminating in an anti-drip nozzle. It discharges half pints, pints

and c^uarts at a stroke. Tlie nu^asuring cylinder, phmgcr rod. stuffing box, valves, etc., are made of solid

In-ass.

Housing: This jiump is jjrovided with a circuhir housing which tch'sc(ii)es tlie pedestal of rhr iiuiiiji

wlicn it is opened. The housing is operated by means of chains and counter-weights. These coiniter-

weights operate inside of the supporting columns to the dome and the chains are run over pulleys, mak-
ing tlie pump operate much like a weighted window. There is a distinct advantage in this construction,

as the pump occupies no more room when it is open than it does when it is closed. In addition to this the

liousing and pedestal are made of galvanized sheet steel, thus avoiding the breakage which is liable to

occur on pumps constructed of cast iron. This housing is provided with a special Yale lock which snaps

shut when the housing is pushed up. Handles are provided on the side of the housing to permit the oper-

ator to raise and lower it with ease.

Valves: The sui'tiim liiu' is 1^ 1" and is pro\i(h',l ^\ith a set of double brass \al\i's in the tank. The

accuracy of any measuring pump tlepcnds priuuuily ui)on its valves. In piu-chasing this point should be

thoroughly investigated. These valves iu the Wayne system are made entirely of brass. The poppet

and seat are carefully machined and then hand ground. The body in which these valves are set is solid

brass. Each valve works independently of the other. After this care in construction all valves are tested

under air pressure to eliminate any possibility of leaks; then they are subjected to a twenty-four-hour

gasoline test. The brass used in Wayne Valves is always of the same consistency, as tlu>se brass castings

are made over a set formvila.

Discharge: This outfit is equipped with a non-drip Type
D nozzle attached to which is a reducing nozzle or bottle tiller,

for use in filling bottles or small-necked containers. This uou-

drifj nozzle prevents any flow of liquid after pumping ceases,

(^uantit}' stops are arrangeil in the head of the pump, clear

and away from the liquid. These stops regulate the accurate

measurement of half pints, pints and quarts. Adjusting de-

vices are easily accessible : these are also located at pump
head. An automatic tripping device instantly releases any
stoii which has been ju'eviously set.

Space Required: Tliis device measures ai)proximately
!•") inches in diaincter and 5-1 inches in lieight.

Equipment: The standard equipment inchulcs the fol-

lowing: Pump, one-way discharge. Type D nozzle, ribbeil

bottomed measure receptacle, transfer syphon, ti.") gallon, 16

gauge galvanized steel tank, gauge stick, fill pipe complete,

foot valves, suction pipe for tank witli union. (Pipe from
union to pump not included.)

A Model Installation: The illustration at tlic i-ight gives

an cxci'lh'iit i(h'a of a mndel installation at tlic cui-b. Pump
is located conveniently at the curb and carefully secured by
lag screws. The tank is l)urieil luulerground at any (h'siralilc

distance from the pump. The staiulard depth of burial is

three feet lielow the surface—thus i)hicing contents of the

tank below tlie frost line and eliminating a wide variance in

tempi'i'aturc and iircveiiting i'rcezing of oil.



Cuts
330
332
334
336

Indicators and Gauges
—FOR

LUBRICATING, CRUDE AND PAINT OILS, KEROSENE, ETC.

BULLETIN No. 330

The 336 Wall Indicator is designed for use on oil-house installations where the tanks

are placed in basement, vaults, or underground. Indicators placed in convenient position

on floor above.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

Woodstock, Ontario, Canada Fort Wayne. Indiana, U.S.A.

lOTH-EDITlON

—

2m- 10- 15- 16



Wayne Wall Indicators In connection

with Wayne Storage tanks will enable you
to tell at a glance the amount of oil on hand,
without the necessity of opening the tank.

They consist of a gauge board, set in

convenient place, finished in white enamel
and properly graduated in large, plain,

black figures, and a marker that travels up
and down, controlled by a ffoat in the tank,

connected by wire, cable and shieves.

They can be used in connection with both
above and below ground tanks, either

square, round or cone bottom. They will

enable you to determine approximately how
much oil can be put in the tank, how much
has been taken out, and will be found very
convenient for monthly invoicing.

They are liberally proportioned and are

built strong. There is nothing about them

to wear out, catch or break, and they will

give years of satisfactory service and can
be relied upon at all times.

Wayne Indicators are Carefully Grad-
uated and built to indicate the contents of

the tank they are intended for. While they
do not indicate the exact contents of a tank
to the gallon, they are as correct as engin-

eering skill and experience can make any
float indicator.

While Wayne Indicators can be adapted
to almost any size and shape of tank, it is

impractical to furnish them for tanks not
manufactured by us, unless careful measure-
ment can be made of the inside (not the out-

side) of the tank. In the larger size tanks
one half-inch variation in size will sometimes
cause the gauge to be incorrect as much as

fifty gallons.

^^ «^ 4^
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The 332 Basement Indicator where tanks are in basement, oil vault or at some dis-

tance from oil-house, arranged to bolt directly on side of rectangular tank or on side or end
of cylindrical tank.

The Cut 330 Float Indicator is used as standard

on our Cut 37 Lubricating Tank and can be adapted

to rectangular, cylindrical or cone bottom tanks when
used for non-volatile liquids. It is the simplest form

of float indicator manufactured.

This indicator requires overhead room equal to the

depth of the tank so that the marker can travel up and

down the stationary graduated stick.

Page 3
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The Cut 334 Dip Gauge is furnished as standard, without additional cost, with all

Wayne underground storage tanks. Made of hard wood, marked in five gallon graduations.

It will tell approximately how much liquid is in the tank.

While it is always possible to provide a new dip gauge for tanks we have furnished,

should the original one become lost or destroyed, it is impractical to furnish a gauge that will

correctly record contents of tanks which we have no record of.

Our Engineering Department will be glad to assist in planning the most economical

way to solve your oil storage problems. Our twenty-five years of experience will be of

service to you and there will be no obligation on your part.

See Bulletin 89 for data on Rectangular Tanks.

See Bulletin 88 for data on Cylindrical Tanks.

See Bulletin 218 for data on Counter Balance Pump.
See Bulletin 268 for data on High Lift Pump.
See Bulletins 50 and 52 for data on First Floor Pumps.

See Bulletin 56 for data on small Lubricating Storage Tanks.

Page 4



Welded Black Steel Delivery Tanks
FOR

Wagons or Auto Trucks
BULLETIN No. 400

SHOWING CUTS 400 to 410

Cut 402 Two-compartmeiit, Round. Delivery Tank.

Cut 408 T«o-eonipart nient. Reolaiignlar, I)eli>ery Tank.

Wayne delivery tanks are especially designed for handling gasoline and oil. all seams are welded, con-

structed of heavy gauge black steel, properly proportioned, strong, durable, and will stand up to the re-

quired work for a great many years.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

1st Edition 3m 6-1-16

Fort Wavnc, Indiana



CYLINDRICAL TANK

CUT N2 400

COMPARTMENT
A

*^rM

CVUNDRICALTANK

CUTN240S

CYLINDRICAL TANK

CUT N9 404

y

COMP

f?ECTANQULAR TANK

CUT m 406
COMPARTMENT

A

RECTANGULAR TANK
CUT N2 408

RECTANGULAR TANK
CUT N2 4-10

Note:-

ii

eq_u
Comparirnents con not be less than 50"lonq if
iped \lvilh Manhole. Or I5"if notequiped with Manhole
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S.D.-42





We have been building tanks for twenty-four years. Our experience has pro\ en that a riveted tank

will not hold up on the jar and vibration that the average tank wagon is compelled to stand. The plates

will pull and wrench, subjecting the rivets to great strain, which will eventually cause leaks in the seams or

around rivet heads, and this will be found almost impossible to remedy.

In a properly welded tank the entire metal becomes as one solid sheet. The seams or welds act as

stiffening ribs and any give or spring is taken up by the entire surface. The seams are the strongest part of the

tank and are in reality much stronger than the original plates. Tests have proven that when a welded

tank is subjected to great pressure, and eventually lets go, the sheet tears and the seams are unharmed.

DIMENSIONS given on page 2 are inside. Add approximately 1 ^o inches for over all dimensions.

Height shown on rectangular tanks is to top of crown.

EACH COMPARTMENT fitted with a Wayne 2-inch fill and vent filling attachment, with padlock

and two keys, one I '4-inch draw-off fiange, one 1 ^4-inch pipe to rear of tank; fitted with 1 '4-inch anti-

drip faucet with padlock, lever and two keys, one I 14-inch petcock drain where tank consists of more than

one compartment. Manhole if wanted at slight additional cost.

DOUBLE PARTITION: Where tank consists of more than one compartment, it is fitted with a

double bulk head partition, with petcock drain. This is made necessary in some states by local regula-

tions, on account of the danger of gasoline and oil seeping from one partition to another, which would cause

a serious explosion. No compartment can be made less than 30 inches long with manhole, or I 3 inches

long without manhole.

PRICES are for tanks fitted with draw-off, equipped with anti-drip nozzle, padlock and keys, also

combined fill and vent with padlock and two keys. Just as shown in cut. We do not furnish seats.

These can be bought from your local implement dealer.

TANKS are not made lighter than gauge specified. (They will not stand up to the rough usage on

this work.)

NOTE: The average team or auto truck cannot haul a 700-gallon tank loaded, over country roads.

In estimating approximately the weight of outfit, multiply holding capacity in gallons by "seven," add

the weight of the tank and truck or wagon that it is to be mounted on.

We manufacture delivery tanks in nine different capacities, two different gauges of metal and six dif-

ferent styles. These sizes are figured with a view of practically no watte in cutting. The steel is carried in

stock to make up these sizes, with a minimum of labor. If a tank of different dimensions (not standard

as shown on page 3) is wanted, the cost will be $20.00 net in addition to the cost of the standard tank of

the same capacity. Do not order special tank to fit a certain make of auto truck or wagon. Orders must

state plainly outside width and length in inches. In asking for price on standard tank, it is only neces-

sary to state the number of the tank— with or without manhole.

In ordering Cuts 400 and 406, give tank number only. State if manhole is wanted.

In ordering Cuts 402 and 408, give tank number only. State if manhole is wanted and capacity of

compartments A and B.

In ordering Cuts 404 and 410, give tank number and state if manhole is wanted, capacity of compart-

ments A, B and C.

A HAND ROTARY PUMP that can be detached when not in use. for filling tank wagon from under-

ground tank, capacity I 5 gallons per minute, suitable for oil or gasoline, can be furnished at a slight addi-

tional cost.



The Difference Between 'Tanks'' and

Heavy Metal Storage Tanks
CYLINDRICAL TYPE "A' RIVETED

FOR UNDER GROUND STORAGE OF GASOLINE, CRUDE, LUBRICATING
AND PAINT OILS, KEROSENE, ETC.

If we manufactured a tank of the "Tank is a Tank" variety, we would select any old tank
steel which would very likely be 1-16 in. thick in some places and I -4 in. thick in others. These
sheets would be quickly sheared and rolled without regard to accurate shape. The seams would
be very narrow which would save considerable on steel and the rivet holes punched in a haphazard
way. The rivets used would be cheap, short rivets and put in hot. When the seams were clamped
together they would be given a coat of salamoniac or some other rusting compound which would
quickly rust up all leaks. The rivet holes v/ould not line up with each other but they would be
reamed out or forced into place so that the rivets would go through. The rivets being short would
be finished with flat heads. In place of pipe flanges a piece of sheet steel would be riveted to the

tank and tapped through to form pipe connections.

After the tank was completed, it would be filled with water and a pressure of about four or

five pounds put on it. This is called a hydraulic test. If any leaks appear a little salamoniac
would quickly rust it up and in fact the water would help rust up any leaks. The tank would then

be given a quick coat of paint and shipped out, meeting all the specifications usually asked for on a

tank and guaranteed tight when shipped.

Within a short time the scale and dirt on the tank would break off taking the paint with it

and the thin places in the shell would soon rust through. The gasoline or oil would quickly eat

through the rust caused by the salamoniac coating and the tank would leak in all its seams.
The expansion and contraction of the tank caused by filling and emptying and by changes in weather
conditions would cause the flat head rivets to bend up causing a leak. The scale caused from heating

the rivets when putting them in would break away causing the rivets to work loose in their holes,

many of which were enlarged by reaming out or being forced into position. The pipe connections
would soon leak, not having sufficient thread surface. In fact, in a very short time the purchaser
would have just so much junk steel on his hands and probably have lost several thousand gallons

of gasoline or oil before the condition of his tank was discovered.



The Wayne Company will not construct a tank similar to that described nor allow its name to be attached
to it. Wayne tanks are constructed especially for the storage of gasoline and oils and are not only tight when they
leave our shop but will remain tight under the most severe conditions.

Twenty-six years of experience in tank construction, and the employment of probably the best technical

and practical authority on oil tank construction in the United States as superintendent of our tank shop, have
resulted in the following method of construction for "Wayne" tanks:

1

.

The steel used is specially selected stock and conforms to the specifications adopted by the Association of

American Steel Manufacturers for special open hearth tank steel. It is full thickness throughout its entire surface.

2. The plates are carefully sheared and rolled insuring accuracy of shape.
3. The seams are full lapped metal to metal insuring greatest strength and tightness.

4. No rusting compound or filler of any kind is used.

5. The rivet holes are machine spaced and punched by a special gang tool insuring the accurate fit of the

rivets in the rivet holes without the necessity of reaming or forcing the rivet hole into place.

6. The pitch of rivets, or distance between rivet centers, is closer than on any make tank of which we know.
7. The rivets used are of the long stem annealed type. Annealing a rivet has the same advantage in giving

it strength and elasticity as the annealing of an automobile axle.

8. The rivets are driven cold which insures a clean snug fit between rivet and rivet hole, free from scale.

9. The rivets are finished with large conical heads which not only facilitates caulking but gives the required

strength to hold the head down on the tank and withstand the expansion and contraction action.

10. The outside seam of the tank is machine beveled to an angle which greatly aids in caulking the tank tight.

I I. All rivets and seams are carefully caulked with air hammer operated with a pressure of 1 00 lbs. persq.in.
12. The shell of the tank is equipped with long threaded type malleable iron pipe flanges giving a long thread

surface and insuring a strong and tight pipe connection.
13. The manhole is air or water tight and is of the machine faced bolted type.
14. After completion the tank is tested gasoline tight. A tank must be seven times as tight to hold

gasoline as is necessary to hold water. All our tanks are guaranteed gasoline tight not merely water tight.
13. After testing, the tank is thoroughly cleaned of all scale and dirt, to insure the paint sticking to the

surface, and given two coats of heavy rust resisting mineral paint, brushed on, not dipped.

Wayne type "A" tanks are built and guaran-
teed for storage in connection with pumps.
They are not suitable to be used with air pres-

sure or hydraulic systems. Prices for pressure

tanks quoted on inquiry stating maximum
pressure desired.

Tanks under 1,500 gallons capacity equipped
with 3 malleable iron flanges (1-^4 inch,

I -2-inch, and 1-3-inch) no manhole.

Tanks 1,500 gallons capacity and over
equipped with 3 malleable iron flanges i 1-3-inch,

2-2-inch and I I Ox 16-inch machine-faced bolted

type manhole. Standard tanks 1,500 gallons

capacity and over not made without manhole.

Steam coils for tanks at slight additional

cost—write for prices, stating size of tank and
kind of oil it is to contain. Standard tank in-

cludes standard fill pipe. Suction pipe with
foot valve, stuffing box and union L extra.

It has been found impracticable to construct

tanks of 3-16-inch shell over 6,000 gallons

capacity. They will test tight on leaving our
factory, but the handling incidental to unloading
and placing in pit or on foundations will invari-

ably cause the seams to spring, resulting in a

serious loss of liquid before the trouble is

discovered. We do not build 3-1 6-inch tanks in

larger capacity than 6,000 gallons.

Tanks constructed according to specifications

of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, and
will bear their inspection label if desired. Tanks
having openings in either head, sides or bottom
cannot be labeled; all openings must be on top.

Tanks whose length is more than 4 times

its diameter, regardless of gauge of material,

cannot be labeled. Heavier gauge tanks built

to order only. Submit specifications for prices.

WAYNE TANKS ARE GUARANTEED TWO YEARS
Form No. 592

UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES INC.

UNDERGROUiro'^lil;(>E TANK

HAZARDOUS FLUrDS
yCTAl IK O.S.S«6E

N9 «TtS«
DO NOT COVER UP THIS TANK UHTIl INSTAUATION IS APPROVED
BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES

All Wayne Tanks for Volatile
Liquids Bear this Label.

Cross Section of Wayne Galvanized Tank



Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Fort Wayne, Indiana
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Wayue Oil Tank & Pump Company
Fort Wayne. Indiana

LOCK

EXPANSION
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CUT No 23-Moclel D

Bullrlin No. 65'
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Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Fort Wayne, Indiana

CUT No. 24-Model D
Bullelin No, 78)
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Wayne Oil Tank & Pamp Company
Fori Wayne. Indiana

GALVANIZED
CYLINDER HEAD

CUT No. 26-Model C

Bullelin No. 67 i
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Wayne Oil Tauk & Pump Conipanj
Fort Wayne. Indiana
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CYLINDER HEAD

CUT NO. 32 -Model E

Bulletin No. 511





Wayne Oil Tank & I'uinp Company
Fori Wayne. Indiana

CUT No. 37-Model D
(Bulletin No. 77)





Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company
Fort Wayne. Indiana

CUT No. 62-Model G
'Bulletin No. 59)
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Portable Oil Storage and Distributing
Svsteni

For Garages, Mills, Factories, Railroad and Other Repair Shops, Etc.

BULLETIN No. 200

This Wayne System has been especially designed for the convenient distribntion at various locations

of Oils of diiJereut grades. In Machine and Repair Shops the supply can consist of both Lubricating

Oils and Cutting Compounds; Garages will find this system convenient and time-saviug as the grades re-

quired by the customer is ready for instant delivery, eliminating unnecessary steps; Factories will find

this a most satisfactory method of storing and distributing Oils or liquids of constant use, especially

in those places where only a limited supply is required.

The system comprises three or four units of 20 or 30 gallons each, mounted on rigid steel frame sup-

plied with disc roller bearing castors. Each tank of the system is a separate and complete tank—not a

large tank with metal separations between the compartments. The system is strongly built for wear

and hai-d usage and will give the usual Wayne satisfactory service wherever installed.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pnnip Company
Sales Agencies in Principal Cities—Salesmen Kverywhere

5M-9-23-18

Fort Wayne, Indiana, U. S. A.

-tOGE RECEIPT
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No. 200. Portable Oil Storai^e and Distributing System

various

be

General Description: This system consists of

three or four units eonibinetl in a rigid steel frame

and iiunnited on disc roller-bearing castors which

permit it to l)e moved from place to place in gar-

ages, mills, factories, railroad and other rei)air

shops, machine shops, and all other l)usinesses

where a portable system is desirable.

Eaeli taidx is a comi)lete tank—not one hu'gc

tank witli partitions—with nu-asuring pump that

(hdivers (piantities up to one quart at a complete

stroke of the plunger, the smaller (piantities being

measured by definitely and accui-ately phweil stops.

For the convenient distribution of oils of various

grades in such locations as for example th

grades of lubricating oil in garages that may

required by ditt'erent makes of automobiles; the de-

livery of machine, motor or cutting oils at certain

locations, especially those locations where a limited

supply is required; in fact for general factory, mill

or shop service this method of distributing and stor-

ing oils or other liquids of constant use will be

found etficitiit, time-saving and satisfactory in

every way.

Tank: Each tank is built of high grade galvaniz<'d

tank steel. All seams are electrically spot welded.

and these seams are flushed inside and out witli

solder, thus making the tank absolutely leak-proof.

All openings are reinforced with solid metal and

reinforcings are bolted into place, making the tank

very substantial and rigid in construction.

Pump: The pump is made of heavy cast iron,

steel and brass,—the valve, stuffing box, etc..

being made of solid bra.ss. A. heavy cast iron cross-

head holds the discharge pipe rigid. The pump is

securely bolted to the top of the tank, but may be

easily removed if necessary.

The pump discharges a quart, pint or half pint at

a stroke. The smaller quantities are measureil by

definitely and accurately placed stops. These stops

are positive in action and conveniently located. The

discharge i)ipe terminates in oiir anti-drip nozzle

which stops the flow of li(piid when pumping ceases.

Valves: The valves used are of solid In-ass of a

siiecial alloy selectetl for long life and hard usage.

Each valve is carefully machined, then hand grmiml

to seat, and given a rigid test and inspection. This

careful workmanship and rigid testing insures

absolutely tight valves and flawless metal, as we

realize that the accuracy of any measuring pump

depends on the care used in making, assembling

and inspecting this most important part.

The suction pipe to which these valves are at-

tached is equipped with brass strainer.

^^mmi^LJ^

Drip Pan: A drip pan of ample size is provided

and is covered by an extension tube with base, the

tube reaching and covering the discharge nozzle.

The base of this tube forms tlie cover for the drii)

pan and when closed is a dust and dirt tight cap.

When oil is drawn tliis tube and cover swings aside.

A lock is jn'ovided which prevents the unauthorized

dra\\ing of oil.

Fill Opening: A special L'-inch fill o|ieiiing is

provided which is closed by means of a sere"- cap.

Truck: The truck is rigidly constructed of bar

and angle steel and handles are provided for ease

in shifting. The castors are disc roller bearing,

easy running and liuht in action.

Capacities and Dimensions: This equipment is

made either in :^ or 4 complete tanks mounted on

truck, each tank having a capacity of 20 or 30 gal-

lons as may be ordered. Sizes as follows

:

Height
from Floor
to Top of
Tank

Width Front
]

to Back. Complete
including Length
Frame

20 gallons i 24H inches

30 "
I

28I4 "

20 • 241-4 "

30 • 281-4 "

15 inches
20 "

15 "

20 "

56 inches
56 "

74 '•

74 "
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FORM 314

Vi'=c>Tia Oi! Tank S. Pump Co.
fvrt We^yne L diina.U S A.

Sales Letter No. Sales Talk No. General Letter No. iaq

^"^j^*- Date October 12. 1918.

TO ALL SALESMEN :-

We are enclosing bulletin #200
illustrating and describing Cut 200.

Please be advised that this equip-
ment, will not be made in any other capacities or
sizes than those named in the bulletin and covered
by the price sheet enclosed.

The prices covering this equipment
carry "A" rate commission, as indicated.

A great many requests have been
received for an outfit similar to the Cut 200 and
we believe you will find a ready market for it.

Very truly yours,

BFG:MT General Sales Manager.

KINDLY ACKNOWLEOGE RECEIPT ON FORM ,j ENCLOSpn
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